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CURRY COUNTV FAIR DATES OCTOBER 5th and 6th.
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CLOVIS. CURRY COUNTY. NEW MEXICO.

THE GREAT REVIVAL IS
ATTRACTING LARGE CROWDS

Our Trip to the Country

SEPTEMBER

10. 1915

Another Good Rain Fell

We accepted the invitation of
Another good rain fell here
our local grain dealer, ,W. W. Sunday night, which practically
White and made atrip in his insures a maturing of the bump-

$1.00 PER YEAR

ELKS WILL BUILD

AUDITORIUM FOR CLOVIS

new car to the country north of er crops, which are everywhere
Blacktower and northwest of in evidence. Curry County is
Rev. A. P. Lowrey and his
Construction work will begin
Clovis, Monday.
It was our going to have some of tne best Gurley Company
Vessel
Big
Anothet
singer Terry W. Wilson are in
immediately
pleasure
on the Elk's Audicrops
to
visit
farm
this
year
J.
the
of
history.
in
its
Torpedoed by Germans
our city stirring up things in
Will Entertain torium 100x100 feet to be erectA. Wallace, where we witnessed Everybody
making
preparachurch circles. There have been
London, Sept. 5, (lip. m.)
The A. L. Gurley Broom Corn ed on their propeaty just east
a scene that we did not believe tion for the big county fair this
various comments in regard to The Allen line steamer HesperCompany
have invited all the of Barry's Hardware Store. It
fall.
existed
here
possibly
and
cannot
The prospects for the best
this meeting.
The evangelist ian, with 850 passengers and at
be duplicated in Curry County. agricultural exhibits are the best Clovis people who care to make will be of corrugated iron conappears to be different in his crew of 3G0 aboard, bound from
Mr. Wallace does not possess we ever had and are going to the trip to go to Portales on a struction and substantially built
methods from other preachers Liverpool to Montreal, was atsuch
extensive improvements,' make a showing second to none special train Friday, where Mr. in every detai'. The main floor
who have visited our city.
tacked without warning by a but instead he has invested his in our history. Some
of the Gurley will entertain with song will be 33x100 feet and addition
He has a ringing voice whic German submarine off the Irish
earnings in land and live stock. farmers are now busy collecting and dance in commemoration will be provided a dancin floor
can be heard for blocks. The coast just as darkness was fallHe is one of the real successful the best products for exhibition! of the opening of his mamoth 36xfi0 feet The main entrance
people listen to him with the ing Saturday evening. Although
we have met in this1 for the fair which will later be ware house which has just been will be on the south on Monroe
farmers
greatest interest.
They the torpedo found its mark the
country. In his hog barn and sent to the State Fair at Albu- completed. He has engaged Avenue. The buildinar will be
have erected a tent on the va vessel remained afloat, and ac
100 head of grown querque, It is especially urged the Amarillo orchestra to furnish used for conventions and big
cant lot just west of the Baptist cording to a statement issued by lots we saw
Jersey hogs. All that those who have not made a music by night and the Clovis public gatherings of all kinds.
Durock
fat
Church, where the revival is the company tonight everyone
were trim and sleek and gave special effort to gather these band to furnish music by day The first of these will be to use
now being conducted. Mr. Low aboard was saved.
evidence
of good breeding and products will do bo before it is No doubt many will avail them it for the products exhibits
rey's preaching is of such nature
No submarine was seen and
selveB of the opportunity to en' building for the county fair and
On his farm we also wit- too late.
care.
that no man can hear him with probably it was too dark to ob
a little later for the Elks Carnijoy Mr. Gurley's hospitality.
nessed a scene of unusual attracout being benefited. A specia serve the wake or. a torpedo,
val, which will be the greatest
tion.
There
500
were,
least,
at
Home Seekers Coming
feature of the meeting is the but all the passengers and mem
event
of the kind ever held in
leghorn chichens, he rais
white
Socialist Speaking
singing. Mr. Wilson has sue bers of the crew who arrived at
Many wagon loads of home
Clovis. Clovis has long realized
ed no other kind. In another
ceeded in organizing a large Queenstown in the rescue steamseekers are coming into Curry
Wm. J. Lowe, a socialist lec the necessity for an auditorium
lot were his excellent herd of
choir and the singing is very ers today agree that the attack
County, Scarcely a day passes turer, spoke Monday and Tues and their dreams
are at last to
Jersey cows, from which he says
fine, as ail the cfaurches are was made by a German under
enough cream and butter that dozens cannot be seen on day night on the streets of Clo- be realized. Work will be rush
he
sells
cooperating in the meeting let sea boat, basing their opinion on
to net him $70 per month. His the streets. All are seeking vis to a large crowd, which was ed and it is expected that the
us bope the meeting will be
the force of the shock and the grainery is full of feed and his land, and if they do not find composed mostly of those of his building will be completed with
rreat blessing to our town.
great volume of water thrown farm is in a high state of culti what they want here, they own political belief. He espous- in two weeks,
into the air. This dropped back vation; his" future feed supply usually go west. Free govern ed the cause in true socialistic
ment land in this county is now fashion, but in some manner it
on the deck, drenching the pas being assured. This is only
an
Jury Lists Drawn
sengers, who were taking an evidence of what can be done in practically a thing of the past. appears that he said something
r
promenade, feeling this country, as Mr. Wallace A homesteader, who desires to that was taken as a reflection on
Judge McClure came up from
quite safe in the belief that they came here with but little. And make entry has to either pur one of our leading business men, Roawell Tuesday and drew the
which was promptly resented Jury lists for
had passed the war zone. The in addition to all the stock and chase his land or go elsewhere.
the regular Sepand for a time it looked like real tember term of court which conforce of the explosion was tre poultry mentioned, has secured
Business Picking Up
trouble. We do not know who venes on September 27. The
mendioua and moot of the pas 4 quarters of land. He also had
waa in the right, but we believe Judge will also preside during
'
sengers landed at Queenstown, a
is
one
very
of
"Clovis
the
bearing orchard o f
many of them scantily clad peaches
that
the officers were correct in that term. The lists for the
towns
in
the
little
south
best
spend
garden,
id
and a
timely interference in or- Grand and petit juries are now
their
about twenty were injured.
It is unnecessary to bring west," remarked a traveling
There were no American passen strangers to this country and man to a News reporter this der to avoid trouble. These af- in the hands of officers for sergcrs aboard, so far as the Arueri show them ouch a place, if the week v. 'l e more people on fairs are unfortunate occurances vice.
can consul learned tonight, but writer, who has resided here for the streets than any town of its and the less that they can be ad- . The following named Grand
two members of the crew were 8 years, would be so greatly as size in my territory, which is vertised on the outside, the and Petit Jurymen have been
American citizens and they were tonished that such things existed quite extensive.
All of your better for all parties concerned: served by the sheriff for jury
both saved.
business firms appear busy and A petition was circulated Wed- service at the next term of
within a few miles of town.
raise funds for Mr. court. Grand Jury: L. C.
We also had the pleasure of your business men say they are nesday
Texans and Mexicans Fight. visiting the Roland Wicks farm enjoying a big trade. Clovis is Lowe to conduct a county wide
A. Shipley, O. E. Klein,
campaign.
E.
H.
Clo- a dandy."
Robinson. Bert Curless,
located
5
northwest
miles
of
Al
Washington. Sept. 5,
K.
C.
Childers,
F. J. Linley and
vis,
we
which
had
visited
not
United States troops on the
A. S. Eittreim Dead
Sells His Farm
Gus Bryan.
years.
Petit Jurymen:
a
8
tor
Mr.
has
Wicks
Mexican border are under orders
Barry, W. B. Cramer, J. B.
Jno.
S.
well
improved
A.
place
Eittreim,
with
With
a
a
Santa
rush
of
the
homeseekers
Fe
any
Rev. A. P. Lowery, Evangelist to be in readiness to meet
emergency.
War department splendid crop and considerable now on, many places near Clovis conductor who had a run be- Comer, F. E. Lovett, B. F. Hall,
T. J. tween Clovis and Albuquerque J. L. West, A. W. Skarda, J. F.
officials aid extraordinary vigi live stock, but the special at- are changing owners.
magon
traction
his
farm
his
is
Ferguson
had
who
a
farm
at ever since the cut off opened for Curry, Jack Taylor and Hugh
ance had been ordered as a re
traffic, died in Topeka, Kansas, Woods.
nificent
orchard
laden
of
met
fruit
Adams,
Blacktower
of
Jim
sult of repeated raids in Ameri
last Monday and was buried
peaches,
trees
prunes,
pears
of
Mangum,
Oklahoma,
in
while
brig
by
Mexican
can territory
plums.
there.
and
No
Saturday,
Clovis
better
fruit
made
deal,
a
Big School Enrollment
renewed
soldiers,
and
and
ands
Mr. Eittreim, never very rohave
we
tasted
Sunday
than
ever
purchaser
on
that and
the
reports of preparations for an
The schools were started Monbust, contracted pneumonia last day
organized invasion from across grown on this place. The trees, had taken possession.
with the largest enrollment
winter, from
effects of of pupils in
the Rio Grande in the states of which were fairly loaded, were
the history of the
which he
Bought Section
of the choicest variety. They
recovered. Clovis public schools:
Coahulla and Nuevo Leon.
Until the
W. J. Stewart closed a deal This, it is understood, weakened completion of the
A report to General Funston had gathered over 300 pounds of
$14,000
new
by uaptain Mccoy on yesier plums from four trees and there last week for the sale of a sec his heart, and other complica ward sohool building on the west
day's fight near Old Hidalgo, were still many left. From one tion of land on what is known tions set in, resulting in his side, temporary quarters will be
cxas between United States tree, alone, he estimated he as the Santa Fe land located death.
rented to accomodate the present
ne was wen known among demends,
north of town. The purchasers
cavalrymen, deputy sheriffs and would yet gather 150 pounds.
The following teachA strange coincidence of our are II. Gore, J. R. Walton, Lee the railroad men here and at
rangers during the night, was
ers will teach the coming term:
forwarded to the department. visit to the Wicks' farm, is that Abbott and Fred Bendredge. Albuquerque, and his many
High school-- A. R. Seder, W.
told of the killing of seven the last time we were there 8 The first three named are engi friends join in extending sym- E. Carroon, Leila George, Liicile
Mexicans and announced the years ago, we had a feast in his neers and .are employed out of pathy to his widow and daugh- Alexander, Sommerville McCartprecautions taken to cope with melon patch on the same ground Clovis. The latter hails from ter.
ney, Hazel Webb and Bennie
the increasing difficult situation, that is now covered with the Galesburg, Illinois. The price
Works.
Fall
Openings
paid was $7.00 par acre.
As long as the Mexican raid orchard mentioned.
Mary U. Brown,
Grades
The attention of the News
He is preserving some of his
era continue to appear only in
Hazel Shontz, Camille Grantham,
readers is called to the fall openBoys Arrested
small bonds, it is understood best fruit, which will be sent to
King, Hertha Mullhall,
Terry W. Wilson, Singer.
ing announcements of some of Edna
County
the
Fairs
State
and
will
following
be
no
that there
Everett Brandon, Ralph Sut
Neva Odom, Mrs. Fred Derr,
of them into their own territory. air. wicks is also building a ton, John I. Reeves and Roy our merchants appearing ir this Mrs. Verda Smith, Marguerite
No announcement on the subject hundred ton silo which is near-in- g Rosser, four boys ranging in age issue.
Withers Buys Garage
Williams and Carolyn Parke.
completion.
officials
in
made,
but
has
been
11
17,
to
about
from
arrestwere
W.
Withers
Engineer
J.
closed
Greatest Crops in History
ed Tuesday, charged with tak
a deal the first of the week for dicate that the American com McFarlan Building
Patton Returns
of Curry County
would
to
not
manders
hesitate
ing a quantity of pocket knives
the Burner Garage on South
Building
Store
they
Harry Patton, of the
enemy
Attorney
pursue
until
greatest
the
crops
The
in
from
the
his
the vehicle store of Wis
Mr. Withers is
Xfoin Street.
completely
should
routed
and Bratton, has
tory
were
firm
of
Patton
country
of
this
will
or
of
handsomest
busi
har
be
boys
One
were
miller,
the
experiiwo
the
one of the best and most
organizresembling
anything
an
Santa Fe and refrom
returned
rested
fall.
city
this
in
to
Never
is
secure
unable
before
ness
the
bond
and
structures
were
that
in
country,
the
mechanics
enced
and his success' as a garage re- ed invasion of the United States of J. A. McFarlan on West confined in the County bastile has there been so much forage sumed the practice of law with
be encountered.
Grand Avenue, which is nearing for several days.
The boys stuff and grain, which is fast the firm, which is located in the
pair shop operator is certain.
Indications
completion, This building is of would open the show cases and maturing.
are First National Bank building.
Many Autos
yellow pressed brick, and the take out the knives while the that this will be a banner pros- Mr. Patton was until recently
Savage Here
First Assistant U. S. District
Over 50 autos were counted on interior finishing will be second employes were not observing perous year.
Attorney, which position he help
J. B. Savage, State manager, the streets of Clovis at one time, to none in the city. The prop them. Most of the stolen goods
J. A. Hall, of Denton, Texas, for several months and recently
of Roawell and District manager last week and at the present erty adjoining is also being put have been recovered.
has
shape
secured a place near Clovis resigned in order to resume
repreparatory
being
they
class
into
first
rate,
which
are
J. R. Elmore, of Clovis, returned
has decided to locate here. the practice of law here. His
and
early
occupancy
A.
and
Mrs.
Mr.
necessary
J,
McFarlin
to
will
an
at
be
date.
orits
it
they
hers
ceived
where
Tucumcari,
from
ganized the Praetorians. They to regulate auto traffic. Every Mr. McFarlan will extend this are tne proua parents oi a Dig He is very much impressed with many Curry County friends are
report a very fine organization body in Curry County has the building to the alley, which will bouncing baby girl, born on the country and the prospects pleased to learn of his decision
to memain hare.
for its future.
give him ample storage room.
labor day.
ear craze.
there.
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nice
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-

the
never
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THE CLOVIS NEWS
But Barclay, notified by Stllllter of
Celestia's escape with Tommy, was
only too anxious to detain ber until
she could once more be turned over
to the professor's guardianship.
So when Tommy, looking very manly, told his father about Celestla. that
one said at once: "Poor thing poor
child of course we must take ber In,
take her in first and think afterward."
"God bless you for a brick," cried
PLAY
NOVELIZED
Tommy,, and he dashed off,
In less than a minute he returned,
5AME NAME
greatly agitated.
She's gone," he
1
cried.
Visions of certain New York pitCOPYRIGHT. 19!5, BY- THC 3TAR. COMPANY.
falls flashed through Barclay's mind.
"Tommy," he said, "do what you can
alrous every day. And I can see how to find her, and bring her here. I'll
SYNOPSIS.
this wild girl caught In the Adironpolice end."
and dack mountains appeals to all that is look after the
Billllirr. psychologist,
rrof.or
plun
to
u.r.l.iv. mllllonulre.
i
she
raised
you.
really"
But
noble
in
ol efttCHAPTER XIV.
wurl.l the
to tlher eyebrows and smiled with Irritatthrough a young utiu bCHUtlful
tllUt she Is
...I... ilintl luli,-superiority.
".",v.T-nThey kidnap the ing
What had happened was simply
f
"But in simple language," she went this: The moment Tommy bad entere'd
Ulrl. Pl"-iUtile
.rphum-a
In
ronceul
her
und
Tommy
on, "what you say about her amounts his father's house Celestla had leaned
In ci.ru of a woman, to be nvjhled
she is from the cab window and told the
Iran- to this: "She Is
., i
I" drown up. r IfBurplan
by
adopted
rears elapm-- Tommy heIs
out of her mind, and she doesn't wear driver to drive on. Why? Because
"
Ill"
low.
hut
lv.
enough clothes."
turning- trip discovers
she thought she was a trouble to him?
Fitch overheard and laughed.
uses frlemla to New YorK.
No. It was because when his arms
"Don't," said Tommy, "don't conhad been around her and he bad
FIFTH INSTALLMENT
demn her out of my clumsy words. kissed her and she had kissed him
help
You
Mary.
can't
Please see ber,
back, almost all thought of her heavwanting to help her. And If you enly mission to this earth bad been
CHAPTER XI.
girl
won't help her, there's no other
wiped from her mind, and she felt
Doctor Sargent turned somewhat I can go to. Take ber In for tonight, that the gates of heaven were closed
impatiently, but on perceiving that won't you. Just for old time's sake." against her return.' They had trustMary appealed to Fitch.
Tommy belonged to the world of
ed ber. And she mustn't fail them.
"What ought I to do?" she asked.
wealth and fashion, and was not a reThe cab had Btopped and the driver
of
one
to
changed
with
Judicial
a
forward
came
Fitch
porter, his maimer
was speaking to her through the winmanner.
courtesy.
brusque
dow.
"I congratulate you, Tommy," he
"I've only Just dlacovered," aald
"This will do," she said, and she got
not
at
I
of
am
a
said, with a sort
Tommy, "that Celestia
"Thank you very much," and
out
voice,
(he
you
dog!")
dog,
of
tone
("you
liberty to tell you her real name
then, her head bare, feet showing becab
wasn't for the simple reason that he "She stuck her bead out of the
low Tommy's raincoat, she started to
flldn't know what It was) U being window just now to epeak to a news walk away.
looks
held here until her friends can be dis- boy, and what you say about her
"Hold on, there," bellowed the
show-gir- l
covered. I am one of her friends and Is all too true. But why a
driver, "how about my fare?"
In
running
loose
the
away."
found
be
should
her
take
to
come
I have
"Ob," said Celestla, turning meekly.
costume
to turn her Adlrondacks in her show-gir- l
I have no authority
The driver pointed to his meter.
somebody
took
me,
Unless
I
know.
misunderstand
don't
over to you. Don't
t
dollars and
"Sixteen
Suppose
off.
you
cast
and
ber
are."
her there
but I don't even know who
tone of final
cents," be said, with
manager?"
you
give
a
a
to
said
I
note
"I can't tell you who she Is."
lty- "I'm not going to get angry If I
Tommy. "It wouldn't be right. But I'm
Celestla stood helpless and bewll
,
and I can really give can help It," said Tommy. "I know dered.
Thomns
very satisfactory references If I have It's a queer story: but pleaBe be a
"But I have no money," she said.
little careful."
' "You haven't, haven't you?"
to."
the
to
gone
Mary
bad
Meanwhile
In
now
smiled
Doctor Sargent
The driver leaped threateningly from
window, had caught a glimpse of Cereally friendly manner.
bis box, and a crowd began to gather.
with
fail
ber
lestla,
heart
"I
and
felt
ber
said,
"You don't have to," he
Through this crowd a strong, loudmiddle-agewom
know you I know Mr. Barclay very rage and Jealousy.
voiced,
Barclay,"
said
she
"My dear Tommy
well Indeed, and still as long as Btllpushing and struggling. She
came
an
llter brought her here, and told me toI sweetly, "the proper place for that caught Celestla by the arm and forced
ravlshlngly. beautiful young creature
keep ber until he sent for her,
her back toward the cab, the door of
don't really see how I can let you take Is the nearest police station.
which was still open.
quiet
to
she
I
long
know
course,
Tommy
breath
a
drew
Of
away.
ber
"I'll take care of you, dear," she
wait
not
gravely:
why
said
anger,
he
Then
his
would be In good hands
said. "In with you."
everything
wrong
about
1111 I can communicate with Stllllter?"
"I'm always
To the driver she gave an address
"I have no UBe for him," said Tom- Why, Mary, I always thought that you In a voice which none but him beard,
my, "any more than he has for me. If had a heart, charity and common and a moment later, amid jeers and
ySH let (Vfeslla go with me he will
murmurs of pity, Celestla was once
probably be angry, and yet the rights
more whirling through the streets of
ot the matter are entirely on my
New York.

THE GOOD
Ov

mJ

CHARLES GODDARD
COUVERNCUR MORRIS

OF
FROM THE PHOTO
PRODUCED BY THE
THE
VITAGRAPH COMPANY.
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avi-rn- .

good-lookin-
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""'"KP,,

manof-the-worl-

Fv'

m
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sea you agata.
.,
.,, But"
-.-.
youforgei
never
"
wicked woman; dui i
Ifa you that
wlcked any more-e- nd
done it"
.
vm. -- -And she tbruBi me
Sweetzer naa give"
I uia

1 11

"

came from heaven to help you,"
"Good-band
said Celestla simply.
you."
God bleBS
she went
Her eyes bright as stars
sunshine, and
out into the early
easterly direction,
walked slowly in an
of Jewels
her head high and the band
gleaming brightly across hor brow.
By the time ahe had passed under
a
the first lines of elevated tracks
They
crowd had collected about her.
disrespect at
did not show her any
such a
first perhaps because she had
But as
royal look of
In Us
the crowd Increased, persons
well,
outskirts who could not see ber
unpleasant.
themselves
make
to
began
followed
I
And this example began to be
-- if
She
by those who were nearer to her.
prog-res- s
was not angry or frightened, but
became more and more difficult,
and she looked this way and that for
"No Hotel Would Take Her In!"
a way of escape.
The door of a mean little house
1'
and
You
here
wait
enOrangei
point
Juice.
was
on
the
of
who
Sweetzer,
Furniture was bewide open.
stood
myself."
see
It
to
tering.
ing carried out of the house, and there
hurried
Baxter
Mts.
more
a
Once
appearance
of
Sweetzer had the
woman who kept
mlddle-ngeOnce more she found was a
downstairs.
ward politician.
her apron.
eye
with
dabbing
hor
front
Sweetzer and Freddie in the
Bin humlng you all over town,
for the open
dart
a
made
Celestla
parlor.
said Freddie.
now
nouuiiB ..
crowd
the
door,
"I'll send for her In an hour," said
"What for?"
It,
ciosea n bereached
threatening,
"Mrs. Baxter says to say she's got a Sweetzer; "Bee that's she's ready."
hind her. Biid was alone In a narrow
"You mean asleep?"
pippin for you."
woman who wept.
I mean more. Put her Into some- hallway with the
They set off at once In the direction
?" she askea
trouble
Is
the
tjam
What
ilim
than
thing
audible
that
less
"Market."
ot lira. Baxter'a
H''""white thing she's got on."
...v
The woman s eyes wiaeneo wnu
"She's going to have a glass of waCHAPTER XVI.
upon
her
chance
looked
she
ss
In
wonder
it
orange
Juice
ter with a little
Although she had as yet done noth- and a little dash ot something else. I visitor.
My husband Is sick with a broken
ing that was not helpful or kind, there guess she'll be all ready when you
..
. ....
...
mnA III!
was something about Mrs. Baxter that send. It's early, though. How'll you arm. We can i pay inn rem
us out Into the.
throwing
landlord is
rang false, and the bouse In which she get her out of the house?"
"As usual," Bald Sweetzer, "in a street."
lived was a strange place.
"Oh. but be musn't do that," said
Mrs. Baxter's sitting room and office big trunk."
She was still Holding me
Celestla.
thing
more."
up
one
one
"There's
was at the back ot the house
Eye met eye. And after a little bills which Mrs. Baxter bad given
flight ot stairs. And here, summoned
downstairs by a neat looking colored Sweetzer'a eyes fell and he drew from her.
"Where Is your husband?
maid, she left Celestla to herself for a his inside pocket an enormous roll
Almost In a state of coma Mrs.
of dirty bills of large denominations.
while.
was the woman
Sweetier and Freddie were In the Ten bills of a hundred dollars each Douglas,led for that
way Into a room from
the
name,
wkh
very
slowly
swept
and
mub
passed
in
Baxter
Mrs.
parlor.
front
oui
upon them with an Important air of thumb licking from blm to Mrs. Bax- which everything had been taken
middle-age- d
but one chair. In this sat a
ter.
mystery.
man,
patient looking,
"Clot the real thing this time, have
his right arm in a slUig. At his side
CHAPTER XVII.
you?" asked Sweetzer.
stood a pretty girl of about the same
"You Just bet I have," said" Mrs.
Had Mrs. Baxter no compunction age as Celestia.
Baxter.
8ee," said Celestla, "here is lots
Yes. But she was only
"When you've seen ber all I'll have whatever?
by. of money. A good woman gave Jl to
done
once
been
doing
had
as
she
sum;
Just
name
the
be
to
will
do
to
And please will you help me for
step upstairs, Billy, and you, too, Fred- She had to live, or she felt that she me.
while because I have no place
a
little
her
hardened
had
she
to;
peep
had
and
at
a
have
die, if you'd like to
go, and you look like good people.
to
Still,
mercy
and
to
heart
the real thing."
Douglas had never sceu so mucD
ber hands shook as she carried the
"Usual price?" asked Sweetzer.
money at one time.
"Yep. But go quiet. She's got ears orangeade and the sandwiches up to
Who are you, m m?" he asked.
like a lynx, and she can see plumb Celestla, and her voice shook as she "Where are you from?"
Bald:
through paint and canvas."
His eyes were blinking rapidly with
"There, dearie, eat, drink and be
The men followed Mrs. Baxter on
awe and wonder.
merry."
CHAPTER XV.
tiptoe.
"I am Celestla. I have come from
Celestla ate hungrily and drank
Just before they came to the door
to help you." He looked Into
heaven
said
preseutly
that
she
thirstily.
a
And
was
remark
and
"Freddie the Ferret"
of Mrs. Baxter's office Sweetter
keep
hardly
was
could
sleepy
und
name
felt
she
able young man. His real
Freddie ducked off into what appeared
Frederick Appleton Douglas and
to be a, dark closet and pulled the her eyes open.
stock. door to after them; while Mrs. Baxter,
"It ain't anywhere' near bedtime,
came of good
said Mrs. Baxter. "You Just curl up
If be had been bright and bso ne migni with a great buaUIng, noisy cheerfulon my sofa and take forty winks."
have been a gangster. But he wasn t ness rejoined Celestla.
Sleeping she looked more beautiful
bright and he wasn't bad. He wit
looking at my pictures,
"You're
half-winor a whole wu. aren't you, dear?" she said. I love than a maiden ot this earth.
neither
My God!" exclaimed
"My God!
and he had almost as much moral beauty, I love nature. Now that girl
sense as a cat. That Is to Bay, he had with her hands to ber hair, ain't site Mrs. Baxter, ain't she beautiful? And
none.
just too cute and graceful for any to think that she has to be food for
swine."
His habitual companions, however, thing?"
A strong emotion seized Mrs. Bax
were evil. For many such persons In
In movlug from one picture to an
the city had discovered that on occa- other Celestla unconsciously assumed ter. It was fear, pity and remorse.
"No use crying over spilled milk,"
sion Freddie could be tremendously many lovely attitudes herself. Once
useful. To begin with, his luck dis- she lifted her hands to her hair; sev- she murmured. "And now to change
tinguished him as much as brains and eral times she smiled back at girls her Into a traveling dress."
She left the room hurriedly and
talent could have done. Some people who appeared to be Binding at her.
clovers. And at last she stood with ber hands eamo back with all that was necessary
are always finding
Freddie's gift, though he had never loosely caught behind her and looked to change Celestla from a Greek god
seen a clover paten or nveu in ciuvur, up at the masterpiece of MrB. Baxter's desa to an American girl.
Suspended from Celestia's neck by
was of that sort. If Freddie went collection.
narrow ribbon, was the smallest,
a
through a rubulBh heap he always
Some
As art It wasn't bud at all.
oldest,
oddest little rag doll In the
found something of value.
young fellow wltn a genuine taieni
The police knew him well. And al had made it. If he had also succeeded world.
I do not know what silent chords In
though he was orten mixed up In rep- In making a name for himself the pic
were
rehensible mntters, they were careful ture would have been worth a good the wicked old woman's heart
I
not to arrest him, because he was often deal of money; but, as Mrs. Baxter touched by the sight of that doll.
a
so useful to them, and they knew that explained, "poor Allison had drank only know that she gave a kind of
howl of grief, and then she began to
and not and doucd himself to death. And
at heart he was
:
responsible for the occasional hurm took this over," she said, "In lieu or say in a kind of hurried
hurmust
hurry
must
hurry
"Must
did.
that be
money that he owed mo. Its called ry."
police
be
with
the
repute
Freddie's
'The Peacock Girl.'"
She found the Btrength to half car
nmuu uuy.
gan when ne was quite
"The Peacock Girl" was as delicate ry, half drag Celestia down the front
very
serir
Sergeant Rafferty, tall and
ly and prettily made as an apple blos
her
ous looking, encountered htm one day som. And she was as sweet and rosy, stairs and to half lift, half tumble
blocked
almost
huge
trunk
'I
a
that
Into
and snld:
and not a bit proud of having no
"Say, Bub, have you seen a man clothes on like the girls In the other the front hall. Before Bhe closed and
flung Into it the
round here with one nostril bigger picture, or brazen or ashamed. She locked the trunk, she
dollar bills. And
hundred
one
ten
ear
left
his
of
a
bit
and
the
other
than
strolled straight toward you. And in then she tried to compose herself
A Crowd Collected About Her.
missing?"
front of ber and at both sides and be- againBt Sweetzer's arrival.
mean
"you
Freddie;
"Sure," said
hind her all the way to the rim of
He was punctual to the minute. Mrs her eyes for a long time. Then sudPete the Polaxe."
the world were peacocks with their Baxter opened the front door herself. denly he fell on bis knees before ber.
shot
"He's
Rafferty.
"Where?" said
tails spread. The coloring was gor- Beyond Sweetzer, drawn up at the
"Before God," be said, "I believe
a man up and he's wanted."
geous
and the eyes in the peacocks'
express wagon you."
"I seen him," said Freddie, "not five tails were like thousands of bright curb, she could see the
Then as suddenly as he had knelt
porters that be had
minutes ago. He give me a dime to jewels. But the eyes of the peacock and the trusted
he rose and hurried from the room,
brought with blm.
say I didn't."
girl were so frank and sweet, that
"Everything all right?" be whis groping with bis left band as If be wa
"Where'd you see him. boy?"
after a glance at the rest of the comblind.
,
"He wss goln Into O'Gorman's Ice position Celestla could look at noth- pered.
The young girl followed him.
the
closed
door.
Mrs.
Baxter
Fllnger,
the
Nell
with
parlor
cream
ing else.
gone
said,
"He's broken down," aald Mrs. Doug
she
"Sweetzer,"
"she's
fambly entrance."
Not so Mrs. Baxter, standing be- When I went back with the orangeade las in a voice full of tears and awe,
"If vou've SDoken the truth," said
hind Celestla and a little to one side. she was gone. She roust have smelt "and he don't want you to see birq
Rafferty. "I'll give you a dollar."
She looked steadily at two of the a rat. Sweetzer. She must have seen cry. Just excuse me please a mln
Ten minutes later the arrest was eyes
In the tall of the leading pea- your eyes In the peacock's tall. See, ute he's my husband."
made and Freddie's reputation was esAnd she, too, left the room, and Ce
cock. In those two eyes she read rap- I had everything ready: here's the
tablished.
approval. So she held up one trunk waiting for her.
lestla was alone, but Hot for long. Hei
Flannermsn's barroom was Fred turous
linger
Sweetzer looked at the trunk. He quick ear caught the sound ot 0
Sometimes the finger, and then with that same
die's headquarters.
In the air.
stealthy movement,
three
circles
traced
think of nothing better to do.
could
get
by
themselves
amused
habitues
peacock's
"You, Freddie," Sweetzer had said
eyes
In
the
At
the
that
they
f
r
often,
not
but
ting him drunk,
strong.
"If you drop eyes on that girl you
CHAPTER XVIII.
were poor men, and even a mild jag toll trlod to look obdurute and
bring her to me, understand. There's
oosts money. One day the proprietor Mrs. Baxter shrugged her shoulders.
Celestla woke neither sick nor money In It," and be added with a
tapped Freddie on the shoulder and Then the eyes winked slowly three
and rested. In kind of fierce Jocosity, "Bring her dead
forgetful of dazed; but
told him he was wanted on the phone. times, and Mrs. Baxter,
everything but her triumph, laughed a broad, cool bed, It was Mrs. Bax or alive." But Freddie the Ferret
"Yes. this Is Freddie, all right."
aloud.
ter's entrance on tiptoe that had had understood only yie words, and
"This Is Mrs. Bnxter."
Celestla turned to her with Inquir- waked her. Mrs. Baxter carried a tray not the jocosity. So when with bit
"Hope you're well, Mrs. Baxter.'
orange, coffee and usual bull lurk be found the object ot
"Same to you. Freddie. I bin trying ing eyes. She did nut know that she upon which was an
dolbis search, right In the parlor of hit
rolls.
a
for
thomand
sold
been
had
Just
town.
Can
over
all
And
to
Sweetier
"You've had a long sleep, dearie. very own father's house, he cast about
lars by someone who did .not own
you find him?"
for a weapon with which to snbdue, oi
lu r to someone whom she bad never How do you feol?"
"Sure; what'll I tell him?"
"Very well and happy, thank you." It necesssry kill ber. There was money
"You say to him that Mrs. Baxter seen.
When you've had your breakfast In It.
"You must be tired standing,
says to say she's got a pippin for him.
When Celestla turned and saw him
dearie," said Mrs. Baxter, "and hun- you'll have to go away. I can't keep
"What for?"
right. It he bad in hla right band a heavy
"Why for about a dollar, Freddie, K gry and thirsty, too. What'll you you here; It wouldn't be
(able leg, and upon bis half-wi- t
face 0
wouldn't be safe."
drink a glass of wine?"
you will bring blm round quick."
burst Into sudden tears scowl of the utmost ferocity.
Mrs.
Baxter
please."
Flnnner-mun'"Wnter,
left
Ferret
Freddie
the
As
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
of at Celestia's departure.
"That's nicer water with a
It was his luck to run Into
--
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"I don't wish to be Indiscreet,

but

Is she a relative of yours?"
There was a good deal of Irish in
Tommy's smile. And his eyes twinkled

brightly as he said:
"Not yet."
"Not yet? I don't think I quite
"Why," snli! Tommy, "It's very slm-)1I am engaged to her."
If he had been the most truthful
young man In the world he might have
said: "I am engaged to her, but she
Isn't enuaged to me."
Still for a moment Doctor Sargent
hesitated. Then he smiled and said:
"After all, she Is not under detention.
She's as sane as I am except for the
hallucinations about a heavenly origin,
and If you want to take her away and
tf she wants to go with you I have no
rlcht to Interfere. Just wait a mo
ment, will yon?"
In a few minutes he returned with
She had been very angry
Celestla.
with Tommy because he had not come
cut of the water to rescue her from
Ptllllter, but the sight of him now dissipated all that remained of her wrath.
She took two stej.s toward him, holding out both hands. And she
I'm so glad
"Oh, Tommy!
You did come, didn't you!"
"JuBt as quickly as ever I could,"
said Tommy.
Tommy put her Into a taxlcab and
they drove up town, Celestla asking a
hundred questions a minute about everything which Interested her.
"Celestla," he said suddenly, "at
first the doctor didn't want to give you
tip. and I'm afraid I told him a white
He." The young man blushed as he
spoke. "I told him I was engaged to
you, and, of course, he believes that
you are engaged to me. And. of course,
you aren't, unless you want to be."
"Are you engaged to me?" she exclaimed.
"Yes." said Tommy, "It happened
suddenly, on the Island. I'm engaged
to you for always."
It began to look as If she would
have to spend the rest of her life In
the taxlcab. No hotel would take her
In.
Finally It occurred to him to try his
friends. Surely, he thought. Mary
Blackstone will take her In. If I ask
her to, for old time's sake. So he told
the driver to drive to Senator Black-tone'- s
residence.
Leaving Celestla In the cab, Tommy
learned that Mary Blackstone was at
home, and would sen him, and he hurried upstairs to the little sitting room,
tie had not counted on finding Fitch
with her.
Mary greeted Tommy with a kind
of cool cheerfulness, which did not
make h!m in the least unhappy, and
then she spoke to Fitch with an In
timate caressing tone of voice, which
Instead of making Tommy frantically
jealous, only caused him to smile inwardly. Then, point blank, she asked
Tommy If be had called because be
bad nothing better to do, or for some
special reason, and then, of course,
Tommy had to make his appeal for
Celestla. "Tommy," said Mary, when
Jt bad finished, "you grow more chlv
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"I'll Take Cars of You, Dear."
sense.
that."
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was even wrong about

And he turned upon his heel and
left the room.
It was getting dark, and something
had to be done quickly.
"Celestla," said Tommy, as he en
tered the cab, "I'm going to try my
father. We've had a sort of row, but
we are very hind of each other, and
we've a dear old housekeeper, and
she'll look after you."
Celestla was silent for a few mo
ments. Then In a small voice she said:
"Nobody wants me. I'm a terrible
trouble to you. Your father won't
take me In. I know he won't. And
I know that I wouldn't be happy when
They
I turned Into a human being.
told me I wouldn't. Hut I didn't know
how unhappy and lonely I'd have to
be."
Tommy, deeply touched, suddenly
took her In his arml and kissed ber.
For a moment she lay against htm
and ber lips moved against his. Then
she freed herself with sudden energy,
and exclaimed: "I mustn't I mustn't"
"Whv mustn't you, Celestla, dear?'
"Just because I want to so much.
so I know I mustn't."
"Celestla," said Tommy, "If my fa
ther won't take you In there's one
person left me. I don't wunt to take
advantage, but If only you could love
me the way I love you, we'd Just go
and set married quietly and then
you couldn't be lonely and unhappy.'
"I didn't come down to this world
to marry," said Celestla, and she
sighed.
And he ran up the stairs of Barclay's bouse, hoping that the man be
called father would refuse the protection of his roof to Celestln.
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Tale of "Ugly," Scarred Hero of
a Hundred Battles.
Wins Fame and
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A sceue In tba trenches ot tbe Armenians Id Iba "Qardena" Juat outalds
of tbe city of Van, In Asiatic Turkey, during tbe recent alege of tbat place
toy tbe Turks.
Before tbe Armenians could defend tbemselvea a number of
them were maaaacred by tbe Turka. Tbe majority of tbe Armenlana, wbo
are Cbrlstlana, fled to the American mission compound and directed tbelr
tight agalnat the Turks from that place. The Turka were compelled to
abandon their siege ot tbe city after having suffered a heavy loss.
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Trench Warfare Graphically
scribed by Correspondent

De-

What It Maana to Live for Weeka

In

a Ditch Seeking to KIM Peraona In

Another Ditch Within
ing Dlatanca.

Hail-

London. A British correspondent
front with the expeditionary
force In Flanders sends the following
graphic description of life la the

at tbe

trenches:
"This war, particularly this trench
the war of positions' aa the
Germane more correctly call It la ao
utterly anprecedented tbat one often
earcbea tbe mind In vain for some
satiable parallel which will make people realise what It means to have to
live for days, sometimes for weeks, on
end in a narrow ditch seeking to com
pass tbe violent death of persona In
another ditch within hailing
with whom not a year ago' one
might have beeu lunching or dining.
"I waa In some trenches tbe other
day.
We were baviug tea round a
table In a dugout. Tbe truucn ran
through a cornfield, aa I remember, and
as we drank our tea we bad a One
view of some ruined buildings againat
the aky. Tbe German trenches were
very close, and If you bad a fancy to
finish with life all you had to do was
to take two atepa from the tea table
and poke your bead for an instant
above tbe sandbaga of tbe parapet.
"On the Uorman- side an offlcer bad
tried to do this that, morning. Five
miuutes afterwards three men with a
stretcher had taken the body away.
Somebody remarked on the strango-Hesof our position. 'Here we are,
he' said, 'in a ditch In a cornfield.
Kather a good spot for a picnic it
would have beeu, wouldn't It, with tbe
old farm back there to furuisb hot wa
ter lor tea and this nice view in from
of us? 1 dure say people used to come
iiore on summer evenings like this a
year ago. Vet here we are, a lot of
men who probably never heard of
t'lamlers in their lives before this
war, l.ring In an adjectival cornlleld,
with only one Idea In life, and that to
kill as many as possible or another
bunch of follows living In another
comer of tbe same old cornlleld.
Kunny war. ain't ItT Who'll come aud

warfare

buildings, where tbe dead ot many
months are lying, some buried In the
soli through which our trenches run,
others entombed beneath plies of loose
bricks. 1 sat down on the ground
beside the rugged Irishmen
who
were squatted In that foul place
and chatted with them. In a piece of
mirror stuck up on the parados I
could see the Germsn trench at a dls
tance considerably leas than the widtb
of tbe Strand at Its narrowest point.
'There's an Alleman tbat comes out o
tbat trlnch one and agin,' they said to
me In hoarse whispers. 'Sure, and we
often see him psttering about.
gran' big fellow with great whiskers
on him. TIs a pity not to shoot him.
We could get him every time.' 1
touched the mirror to move it. The
next Instant two bullets struck the
sandbaga on the parados on either side
of the glasa. The men laughed. 'They
can't hit you the way you have your
head now eorr.' they said, 'but don't
be raisin' yourself."
IS SMALLEST OF DOGS

-

s

hi

snipe?'

"He and another man, having finished their tea, went off down the
trench where the bullets were whin
neylng and popping and snicking great
wads out ot tbe sandbags of tbe parados with a resounding smack tbat
fairly deafena you It your head happens to be alongside. I could aee :hom
for a bit creeping doubled up along a
stretch of low trench marked down as
a bad cornor. Later caught sight of
them in a ruined barn. They were
,
A-- kneeling motionless with their rifles
at an opening. They were waiting. I
'
knew whom they were waiting for, a
gentle German whom they bad named
Peter Weber, a sniper, whose perch
was in a tree. Tbey bud waited for
Aim for three days. They didn't get
1'eter Weber tbat day.
"Men who live like this, almost en
with tbe Germans, positively get to know their enemies by sight.
Tbey give the snipers names and oue
hears of displays of rightfulness by
Karl and Frits and of Hermann's 'evening bate.'
"Tbe other day I was In a position
which Is less than thirty yards from
the German trenchea, where tbe few
men holding the place squat doubled
up in a narrow trench vlth a atack of
bombs at hand to repel an attack. Tbe
truueb runs through some ruined

f
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By GEORGE DUFRESNE.
International Nswa Bervlc. Correspondent
Paris. In the early days ef this
war, Ugly scrambled ashore In northern France a stowaway on one of th
channel packets. He was a khaki-tintecur of tbe most disreputable
appearance. Nobody's dog; but wltt
a soul so tuned to the doings of sol
dlers that as soon as be discovered
that the great game waa going on, be
swore to be In It and of it. He was a
natural fighter, scored and scarred
with a hundred battles.
So tbey attached btm here to B. X.,
which means any sort of job that's
going at the base "B" standing for
base, and "X" being the recognised
algebraic symbol signifying sn unHe waa, signed on
known quantity.
tbe A. S. C. (Plckford's Light Horse)
to deal with the rats which ravage
the bales down by the docks. Like
the minister of munitions be was
given a free hand with hla subject,
and so successful waa be with these
rascals that he soon received a corporal's stripes, double rations (he dearly loves Jam), and tbe
offer, after another singularly successful raid among tbe rodents, of a commission. This last be refused declaring tbat he would never leave the
ranks.
Cgly's prowess was noised abroad.
It reached the fighting line. 0 H. Q.
heard of It, so that presently a dusty
M. T. driver, pulling up bis car amid
debris of the dock,
the
handed a packet to the young officer
In charge, demanding a speedy answer. The communication read as follows:
Dug-oRim, Tuesday.
ash. Batters.
congratulated ourselves
Wa ilw.v.
here In having the uaileat dn and the
nerceet tUhter In Flanders. W hereby
challenge Corporal Ugly. A. 8. C. to
meet nerseant Hmiier, u. rt. 14.. to nam
at any
at 2 ronnda.
handy spot within or without the meaning or the art. fltakes Ave pounds a

Tho QoodyThat'o Qood For Thorn
The best way in this world to spend a nickel
for refreshment is to get

shell-strew-

WR.GLEYS
wholesome, impurity-proo- f
chewing gum. It's made
clean and kept clean. It's wrapped in waxed
paper and sealed. Its two delicious flavors are
always fresh and full strength.

side, money down.

Inquiries were Immediately made as
to the standing, skill and fighting
weight or Sergeant Smller, and those
being considered satisfactory, the challenge was accepted, and Ugly waa put
Into strict training, much to his dis-

It is the

A heavy book was made on the
forthcoming corvtoat. and when the
tense evening ot the meeting of these
growling Greeks arrived, toe arena
was packed with an eager, brown-racecrowd, all
with the
Sersweet pleasures or anticipation.
geant Smller arrived, due to time, In
a carefully corded biscuit box.
Ugly was already In possession of
the floor, striding up and down In the
fierce pride of ownership, and snarling a challenge to the whole category
of Crufts.
The box waa dragged Into tbe ring,
the cords unlaced, the lid raised, the
rage tipped at tbe necessary angle
by a brave Tommy, who leaped bark
over the parapet as with a roar the
Incarcerated
thunderstorm burled,
hTmself liito the lls!a
Alert, savage and with his back hair
bristling,
Ugly crouched
for the
spring crouched, and then sat down
hard In absolute amazement;
for
there In front or him was his exact,
his complete double In size and shape
Sergeant
Smller also
and color.
crouched and sat down auddenly, as
ir frozen to the floor In the silence
which follows, the breathing or the
two dogs could be heard Jerkily,
like the spurts 0." a southwest squall
at sea.
Then, with a glad gurgle or canine
melody, the two animals flung them
selves Into one another's arms In a
brotherly caress, In which yaps or Joy
wore mingled with yelps or rem
Inlecence, almost tenr compelling to
gathered
soldiers
the sentimental
around. For none could rail to read
the riddle.
Corporal Ugly and Sergeant Smller
were twins, and this was their first
meeting since puppyhood. Truth Is
sometimes stranger than fiction. This
Is a true tale, and the British army Is
still laughing over it. A good
now and again Is a tonic.

most beneficial and

longest-lastin- g,

pleasant goody possible to buy. It aids appetite
and digestion, quenches thirst, sweetens mouth
and breath.
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In it the WRIGLEY SPEARMEN have acted
all the old familiar Mother Goose scenes to the
"tune" of new jingles. Address Wm. Wrigley
Jr. Co., 1312 Kesner Building, Chicago.
A
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'Chew it after ovcry meal"

Saves Steps.
When the best and happiest housekeeper known to the writer was asked
to tell the secret of her speed In
housework she replied: "I never iron
with a cold Iron, cut with a dull knife
or go to my kitchen to prepare a meal
without a clean small hand towel
pinned to my apron belt on one side
and a similar dish towel pinned on
the other. Try It. and you will be surprised to see how much time and how
many extra steps you will save."

DESERT AUTO

IS

1

NO CAMEL

These Men Forget to Provide Wster
for Their Desert Ride and
Ones Dies.

WILL RENT
MY

PIANO

to
Failure to think about evaporation
private party and
In an automobile radiator brought
give privilege of buying later if
suited and applying rant 00 price
death to one man and frightful tor
or will sell now to responsible party
Hires to two others, who arrived in
at special price on easy monthly or
Los Angeles from the desert and told
quarterly terms. If interested write
Tho trio James
of their sufferings.
ma lit once, address "PIANO" car
S. Roche and John H. Welsh, attorBo
1611, WESTERN NEWS.
neys, and James O. Clarke, a real esPAPER UNION, Denver, Cele.
tate dealer left here Sunday In an
SELF SHAMPOOING
automobile for El Centro, in the Imperial valloy.
With Cutlcura 8oap la Most ComfortMonday morning the car stopped in
ing and Beneficial. Trial Free.
the sand. The radiator was empty and University of Notre Dame
Especially If preceded by touches they had no water. Roche and Welsh
MOTRE 01ME. II0I1U
of Cutlcura Ointment to spots ot dan- started after a mirage which they berhorourb EUuratlun. Moral Training. Twenty
druff and Itching on the scalp skin. lieved was the Salton sea. Clarke one
cuuraa letuliuf to degree In ClaMica
Those supercreamy emollients meet waited a day. and then, believing Hutlern MttrH,Juurualltm, Political Economy,
Cuemltry, Biology. Faaraof(
every akin want as well as every them dead, made his way to Mineral Commfrve,
Eugineering, Arultl lecture, Law.
toilet and nursery want In caring tor Springs, where he was resuscitated
Preparatory School, Tarlooa eovaaav
after fulling himself In a faint and orthe skin, scalp, hair and hands.
for Catalogue addraaa
Sample each free by mall with Book. ganized a rescue party. Tbey found BOX H, NOT!?? P4MC, INDIANA
Roche
unconscious
and
Welsh
dead.
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept XY,
Roche snld they drank lubricating oil.
NABBED ON ALLURING
SOIL Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.
Philadelphia Record. .
BRO. .HELL HALL FtfYftfW
anfl 61 H.
A Matter of Surprise.
Ontle. pfrlory. Ortlfleal.
jnt.Vutir
Escspsd Horse Thief Comes Back to
.nd
10 hiulth.
AdvDc4
WollMlrr.
nifht
"Don't you think women ought to
One Left
court, for lliifh school ,ntlnmu.. Iloa.fbold.ru.
Old Scenes and Lands In
vote?" asked Mr. Meekton's wife.
"The fag system Is tjsolote In Miuio. BU.ktriuauwiUMM.rriMii.ua.ai.saa,
Prison.
"Well. Henrietta, there's no doubt schools now. Isn't It?"
In my mind that you ought to vote.
"Yes. except the brain fag."
DENVER, NO. 35-- 1 91 S.
W. N.
f).
N.
Edward
Molen.
nismarck.
But If your opinion of some ot the
rrotn
penitentiary
who escaped
the
other women Is correct, I don't see
three years ago, after serving one why you should want to intrust them
aentence for
month or a
with such a responsibility.''
horse stealing, was returned to the
Institution a tew days ago rrom Mar
Transportation In Cslcutta.
marth, where he was arrested while
To compete with Calcutta's present
taking part In a circus parade.
streot railway system a company has
Molen went rrom here to Tacoma.
The large can of K
lasts longer
been formed which will place 100 moWash., where he shipped to Liverpool
buses
tor
400 cars for freight In
and
than
worth
other baking
25 cents
and rrom there to porta on the Black
service within a year.
sea.
powders but no matter how long it
A year ago he returned to this conn
Some Jealous.
takes the user to get to the bottom
try and gradually worked his way
Patience Is she Jealous ef her hus
back to the scene or crime for which
the
last spoonful is guaranteed to
band?
he was sentenced.
Patrice Is she? Say, she' Jealous
satisfaction. K
give
raises
If he finds a hair in the butter tbat
Farmer Kills Big Owl.
the
lightest biscuits, cakes
nicest,
Isn't hers!
Hastings. Mich. Norman Chambers
and pastry you ever ate, and it is
of Baltimore township baa killed one
T
..v k..i:r..t .1
!.:.
ever
seen
in
largest
this
owls
of the
guaranteed
Aft all
Tit..
1aKm nm Port CVm.
wholesome.
vicinity. The bird, which wss brown good grocers. Adv.
and wbHo In color, measured almost
For goodness sake, use K C.
A "friendly Interest" Is often but an
five feet from tip to tip Its eyes were
name
for Impudtnt curiosity.
other
two Inches In diatnet'n

le

!

Kdnu Goodrich, former wire ul Nat

Goodwin, arrived from Europe recently bringing with her "Hoko," her
Japanese apanlel which has tbe distinction or being tbe smallest dog in
the world. Miss Goodrich served as a
Ked Cross nurse with the Belgian, division for seven weeks, and did a lot
of relief work In France on her own
initiative. While In France she aaw a
good deal of the Canadian soldiers and
she was impressed to see these "magnificent specimens of manhood, who
had been wounded, bogging to be
cured In order to go back to tbe
front- C.

In

Where Law Presumes.

esses where husband and wife

are accidentally killed togother, the
common law presumes that tbe man,
being the stronger, outlived the woman, D matter for how short a time

JJ--
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Write for free copy of "WRIGLEVS MOTHER GOOSE,' a
handsomely illustrated booklet in colors that will amuse
young and old and remind you of this Perfect Gum.

d
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Co.porsl's Stripes
Troops In NorthChallenge
A
Came of It.

rour-yea-

This Baking Powder
Keeps Its Strength
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The News force is indebted to
J. N. Parrett for some fine
peaches which were raised on
his farm near Clovis. When it
comes to producing quality
peaches, we can vouch for the

The Clovis News

The News Printing Company
Publishers.
J. E. Curren, Political Editor. statement that Parrett is there
with the Roods.
post
office
at
the
at
Entered
Many people think that from
Clovis, N. M. as second class
the experience of many restaurmatter under the act of March
keepecs that Clovis has had
ant
8, 1879.
in the past that the business
would not pay and only charge
TERMS OF. SUBSCRIPTION
25 cents for meals, but Ogg and
$1.00 Boss are feeding them by the
One Year
50c dozens and are making it pay.
8ix Months
They recently purchased a farm
near the city and are stocking it
The county fair committee up
with a good grade of stock.
must be afraid that the News
will find out something.
The Elks Sudan crop near
Barry's store is now about ready
for the herd to browse upon. It
would be difficult for Sadler to
see the antlers protruding from
such a rank growth.
The News will issue a county
fair edition next monih that will
be one of the best ever publish- ed in eastern New Me ico. This
can concientiously
year we
write up the town and county,

Ota itowvcL

taucli r tlvb

I

Now

TRAFKR

vj.v

g

ens and Styles that will please
every taste and at the right price.
,,

.;

ret--

Edesco
Finest

r

Made-to-Measu- re

Clothes

$15 to $45
Perfect

J. W. McBride, of Sulphur,
Oklaho.na, has opined a new
studio on Grand avenue opposite
telephone office.
Mr. McBride is a photogtaph
of several years experience. He
will he ready to receive customers Saturday, September 11th.
Call and giv9 him h tri ll.
It

LINK

the time to look
after your
:::
Clothes needs.
- We have a selection of Wool
is

Made-to-Mea-su- re

New Studio.

j

G

Your Fall Suit and Top

According to the Journal the
publicity department of the State
Fair found out some thing about
Albuquerque when its members
were away from home that
needed fixing. They found the
sociability features of the big
town in a bad way, they found
its reciprocity ideas were narrow
and found its reputation as to
truth and veracity were not the
best. Thosa discoveries may be
the best thing that ever happened the Duke City, and the feef-inthere that "we are the only"
which has existed a long time in
that city, might give way a little
to "there are others." It U
often well that we sit down and
study our faults, also a remeJ y
Albuquerque done
for thsm.
acknowledged
her shortthis,
comings to herself, saw her mistakes und expects to profit as a
result of the exposure. Other
towns in New Mexico could
profit by this example. Springer Stockman.

j

LEE HAZELWOOD
DRAY AN

I

An Object Lesson

-

Satisfaction

Guarai
Come In and See our Bis Line
Fit-Absol-

--

'a;-

ute

Elder's Tailor Shops'
South Main Street.

Tekp! ;

The Oldeet Established Transfer Line in Cbvis

Down Town Phone 123

Residence Phone 321

Mr?.

iYI.

in

P. Wriatht

OUR PUBLIC POl:

pur-chase- d

a big stock of ladies

Ff$3 Clovis Time Card

furnishi."jf,

wiiici are arriving

daily.

is loc Ued

Sh

formerly occupied
I'Jrisamoiv. wh.'ie she wiui
it palfsiady arid ii therefore well a.:il iav.iratily kim.vti
I'm- new firm will
to tin: trad1.
he EtyMl
i r '
Vvrijht.
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(Chicago Flyer)

No. 22

Arrive 7:10 A.
Leave 7:4.", A.
Leave 3:10 I'.

No. 114

(Kansas City Express)

No. 21

EST L'OUND
(The Mi;uiormr )

No. 117

(From Knusris City)

No.

NORTH BOUND
(From Feco Valley)
SOUTH BOUND

No.

K)S

(Pecos Valley Express)
VIA. LUBBOCK
(South from Fast)
(Texas Daily)

1)37

No. 921
No. 933

M.
M.

e

ad in this

Arrive 7 ::"
Leave S:0i)
Arrive 1:10
Arrive 0:30

A. M.
A. M.
A. M.
A. M.

Arrive
Leave

7:l-

-

vVood Violet."
lorio'jc-land
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Paper Hanpinpr. All kinds of inside work. We also
Paint Automobiles, and do Furniture Upairinj.

A. L. Searsy & Company.

:oA

n

What Fire Insurance does your father carry $
What on
When does it expire
Every child bringing this card with questions answered
to our office will be given a good school bag free.

CARTER - ROBINSON
CLOVIS.

TREES

!

ABSTRACT

COMPANY

!

TREES

J. E. Porter, Agent

1
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Gcorg Barr McGutchccn

She

is a story which
strikes an ori?ina 1
note. Its plot is
bold, striking and
unique.

ht

dramas ever staged. Written
by an author of nation-wid- e
reputation and produced by
rs

of moving pic-

ture makers.

Follow the

a

i

-i

refreshingly

her fcr true ginius!

ti--

if

I:-

held an audience sinle-unde- d
for e.n hour end then
?een recalled time and n'.iin.
Her manner has none cf the
hoatrk;al
She 13 a3 simple
md unaffected ss If she were
ill alone with you on a mcon-iijniht. In a canoe, whilo
on twanged music to her fronv
i guitar and sang to her eyes.
See her In our new moving
picture production at the

past-maste-

-

.

"The
Anita Stewart.

plr.yed

l

How James Brood's
early mistake affected
his life, and the strange
way in which he discovered his error, form

an exciting narrative
which no lover of fic-

Be Sure to Get the Issue

With the First Installment
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?ee Mnry Pickford in "MisWanted -- $225. CO,
tress NpI" at the Lyceum. Sep- firat mortgaire on
tember 22nd. Dn't forjfet the near town, 12 per c
date.
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Magic City Furniture
Undertaldng Co.

lnhec

(JOHNSON BROS.)

Embalmen and Funeral Dir
LADY ASSISTANT
Day Phone 211.

trenc
neylr
wads
radoa
fairly
ens

AMBULANCE SERV!
Night Phone ?' j

!

If you want home grown trees that are healthy ar.d
propagated from varieties that have been tested and do best
in the west, it will pay you to investigate all that to have
nurseries on the plains. Plainview Nursery will pay $5.00
a day and expenses to anyone who will investigate of they
do not find that we have the largest and best stock of home
grown trees anywhere in Texas west of Fort Worth or in
New Mexico. We are practically the only institution that
has a stock of fruit trees ready for the market For your
good and ours too. we solicit your investigation.

PLAINVIEW

V

rrowds tn trm
LYCEUM THEATRE

NEW MEXICO.

TREES
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One of the most stupendous
and splendid motion picture
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LOOK CHILDREN, FREE!
Parents Name

V..

nr

De.iuti.ul in her dtlicate youth
no Mm actress techy cxn vis
wi;h

for estimates on Painting and

;

YJ

navet23:i

A. M.

PHONE 277

r.'.

suc-:ce3- 2s

;uch

7:JV! A, M

i

ANITA STEW ART
Nymph!
She Is a child of nature, torzhz
loves ths open, and, as in "Ths
wioriocss" her greatest

A. M.
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EAST BOUND

C. E. Schaff
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WHAT SCHOOL?

fet-- t

Is a serious question. Attend the old reliable DRAUGHON3
Fifty BIG colleges in 18 states; 225.000 graduates in position
28 years sucwrtsful record; 10.000 annual enrollment. Position
Kmranteed. Write for free catalogue and be convincd that
DRAUGHON'S is the BtiST. FREE course in aalesmanshin
& Business Efficiency to thoie mterin before September 10th

V. STEED

Undertaker

&

C.

Homer Wilman, Mgr.

.Amarillo, Texas

Day Phon 14.

.

1

fill
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"Mei

Embalmed ''A
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Manager Clovis Cemetery

NURSERY
Tahoka. Texas.

Q

;e

Night Phone

88.

V

1
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iness, Lodge and Church Directory of Clovis
'

Model Grocery
A. B. Austin, Prop.

7A

Groceries and solicit your
5nage. Best Foods, Lowest
- - Call Phone 29.

'"'.

Clovis Lodge A. F. and
A. M., No. 40.

fell
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i
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e Furniture Go.
FURNITURE

P. A. Lashier, W. M.
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Ogg & Boss Cafe
We have the best
And serve the best

Glovis Feed Store

No. 770.

Jf A. McFarlin, Prop.

at Praetorian Hall
J. R. Elmore, Res.

GROCERIES

Meets 2nd and 4th Friday nights at Masonic Hall.
Mrs. Bertha Mason, Sec.

A. L. Gurley Go.

Friendship Rebekah Lodge No. 21

Broom Corn Brokers

Meets 1st and 3rd Wednesday nights at Masonic Hall.
Mrs. J. R. Denny, Sec.

Mrs. Lem Wright, N. G.

Clovis Phone 392.
WAREHOUSES

CLOVIS.

B. of L. F. & E. No. 761

B.of L.E.

No. 811

Meets 1st and 3rd Tuesdays at Owens Hall. E. P.
Cooley,.v Chief; Carl Peverly, Chairman; W.J.
Keeney, Secretary; I Gibson, Treasurer.

B. of R. T.
Meets twice a month on Sunday evenings.
Frank Taylor, Secretary.

PHONE 258

Services

Services

Curren Agency
W. J. CURREN, Mgr.

,

(u. s. commissioner)

Real Estate
e Insurance
rauoa wl
fairly de
Deeded Lands
Cena tn v
-- Rentals
Surety Bonds

Services

Corner Washington and Mitchell.
Rev. D. A. Sanford, Pastor.

11 a. m.

Corner Washington and Rencher.
and 8 p. m. Rev. C. W. Lambert. Pastor.

11 a. m.

Dunkard Church
Services

BEST ADVERTISING MEDIUM
Oldest Established. Largest Circulation.
Telephone 97.
West Grand Avenue.

IN DRUGS"
"EVERYTHING
refunded"
"satisfaction guaranteed or your

KODAKS.

Corner Pile and Vigil.
Rev. J. Moore, Pastor,
and 8 p. m.

Christian Church

THE CLOVIS NEWS
FINE JOB PRINTING

11 a. m

Episcopal Church

We are agents for Kahn Tailoring Co,

"THE SHOP THAT SATISFIES"

11

Corner Washington and Giddings.
Rev. J. H. Messer, Pastor.
a. m. and 8 p. m.

Presbyterian Church

Services
Phone 22.

FARWELL.

Corner Grand and Giddings.
Rev. Milton Reese, Pastor.
Cervices 11 a. m and 8 p. m.

Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing

Street

PORTALES,

Baptist Church

...TAILORS...

GROCERIES

-

Methodist Church

SMITH & GURLEY

Staple and Fancy"L

MELROSE,

CLOVIS CHURCHES

Meets at Masonic Hall at 2 p. m. Sundays. Howard Martin, Chm.. M. F. Patterson. Pres., Dave Regers, Secretary.

.

Grocery Go.

Phone 43.

Flour and Feed.

Mrs. C. E. Justus, W. M.

y

and Bottle Goods

Phone 54.

South Main Street.

Keystone Chapter Eastern Star
No. 27.

)
"igT

123.

ship hogs.

Clovis Council Praetorians

Phone 191.

i. and Deliver Work.

We buy and

Vegetables, Fruits,
Produce, etc.

RAILROAD ORDERS

GUARANTEED

rcl SATISFACTION
unable t ;
Pi realm

Meats of All Kinds

E. H. Robinson, Clerk.

G. C.

Meets 2nd and 4th Monday nights
A. S. Fuqua, S. A.

T)ry Goods, Clothing,

7.

Central Meat Go.

Meets every Thursday night at
Masonic Hall.
Luke Morton, Secretary.

Meets every 2nd a 4th Wednesday night
.
in Woodmen Hall.

nunc iu.

band

II

No. 31

Whitetower Lodge
W.O. W. No. 36.

Pressing, & Repairing.

aireei.

0.

PHONE

FREE DELIVERY

0. F.

Meets at Elks Home every 2nd and 4th
Wednesday night.
John Prichard, E. R.
Fritz B. Herod, Secretary.

of tbt

ng",

1.

Clovis Lodge B. P. O. E.
No. 1244.

l.n do your Laundry work with neatness
rd dispatch. We are best equipped for

them

Lodge

PHONE 50.

WE BUY SOUR CREAM.

J. Whiting, Secretary.

A.

R. B. Stanton, N. G.

Phone 86.

ynish your home.

G. A. CAMPBELL

at. MoanntP Hall.

New and 2nd Hand

'

Anything in Fancy Ice Cream, Ices, and 'Bottled Sodas.
Special orders for parties, picnics and social functions
given prompt attention. Order soda by the
case for your home use.

LODGE DIRECTORY

money
TALKING MACHINES. INDIAN GOODS. CURIOS, SOUVENIRS. BOOKS. STATIONERY.

11 a. m.

North Thornton St.
C. H. Brown. Pastor.
and 8 p. m.

Sacred Heart Church
North- - Meriwether St.
2nd and 4th Sundays
1st,
on
Services
Father Myers.

CUT GLASS,

at 9 a. m.

IVORY, ETC.

SOUTHWESTERN DRUG COMPANY
Free Delivery

The ffioxaJlJL Store
W. II. DUCKWORTH. Owwr.
when the order amounts

Telephone 58.
1

Federal Migratory Bird Law

As it Effect! New Mexico.

Sunday School and B. Y. P. U. Rally
for the Portales Baptist

September 9th, 1915.
For the benefit of those who
have made inquiry, I desire to
elate that below is the seasons
for New Mexico, under the
FEDERAL Migratory Bird Law. To Be
OPEN DUCK SEASON

October 1st to January 16th.
PLOVER

September 1st to December
CURLEW

Protected until September 1st,
1918.
PROHIBITED BETWEEN
SUNSET AND SUNRISE.

SHOOTING

The above law is being enforced by the United States Marshal.
The State of New Mexico and
the Deputy Game Warden are
not compelled to enforce this
law.

;

Very

truly yours,

Market Report
The Clovis Mill and Elevator
Company announced that wheat
took a big slump Tuesday going
down five and three quarters
cents. Tuesdays grain quotations were as follows:
80cts.
Wheat, per bushel,
'
"
GOcts.
Maue,
"
"
GOcts.
Kaffir,
$1.10.
Corn, per 100 lb?

Christian Church
"Why I do not keep the Sabbath" will bo the subject of the
sermon at the morning hour.
There will be no evening church
service, but we will meet at the
church at 0:30 to reorganize the
Christian Endeavor. All young
jieople are cordially invited to
be there.
C. W. Lambert, Minister.

Texico Circuit
(By Rev. H. Rogers)
We held a meeting at Enter
prise a few days last week and

while there were no conversions,
there was much interest manifested. I was at Liberty Sunday where I preached to a large
gathering. I will go to Mission
to hold a meeting this week,
which will be my last engagement before conference.

Christian Church Dinner
The Ladies of the Christian
Church

will

a chicken

give

dinner on the 15th at six o'clock
at the Reidoria Sample Room.
Everybody is invited

to be

there.
Price for full dinner, 35cts.

For Sale
Two mares with mule and
horse colts at their sides, ages
6 to 7 both bred to No. 1 Jack.
Also good Schuttler wagon All
at a bargain, leaving the country
reason for selling:
T. J. Ferguson,
Blacktower,
5 miles west of Clovis.
t pd.
Lost--

last Tuesday after-

On

I lost some keys.

Will

give reward.
Wallace Crawford.
H oes, Rakes and garden tools
Phone 72. We deliver.

:
:

The Sanitary
Barber Shop
Nhorrctt

I

J

111

THURSDAY, SEPT. 23.
Praying the Lord of
9:30 A.M. Devotionul: Matt. 9:35-1His Harvest.
into
laborers
more
send
to
the Harvest
Led by S. M. Edwards.
10:15 A. M. The work before us. -- Counting the cost of a S. S.
and B. Y. P. U. in every church. Why? How?
Conference conducted by J. L. Rupard.
Talka by H. Haywood, G. W. Stroud, W. W. Taylor, H. A.
Covington, S. B. Owens, H. C. McCollum, J. P. Masterson,
Milton Reece, Nora Black. Mrs. Wright. Mrs. W. Taylor,
A. M. Singleterry. J. S. Frasier, W. E. Dawa and others.
Appointment of Bpecial committee on "Ways and Means,"
1:45 P. M. Song and Prayer Service, conducted by Mrs. J. L.
Anthony.
ow
2:15 P.
to have a better S. S. and B. Y. P. U. Conference conducted by Herbert Haywood.
Talks by Musin Croft, Mose Jones, Miss Jessie Ramsey,
Mrs. C. D. Spillman, Miss Nora Black, D. M. Whitney, G.
W. Hyde, W. O. Davis, W. F. Pitt, Dr. J. S. Hardin, A. E.
"Jeter, J. V. Rice, L. L. Kyle, and others.
Appointment of special committee on Efficiency.
and Prayer Service, by Musin Croft
7:30 P.
Special Needs. What? Why?
8:00 P. M.-(10 Minute Talks)
1 -- Consecration (Hearts in the Work) W. E. Dawn.
2 Information (How) A. W. Hockenhull.
3 Perspiration (Work) J. V. Rice.
4Inspiration (Vision) S. M. Edwards.
5Why all of these? Milton Reece.
Picket Shots (1 minute each) by others.
A Summing Up. J. L. Rupard.
FRIDAY, SEPT. 24.
9:00 A. M. -- Consecration Service, conducted by W. E. Dawn.
Our Bearings. -- An Inventory of the Field.
10:00 A.
W. W. Taylor. L. L. Kyle, G. W. Stroud, J. P. Masterson,
N. G. Bailey and others.
10:45 A. M. -- Report of Committee on Plans, for the Work. -- Open
discussion, all take part.
hat
11:30 A.
each one may do? By each one present.
1:45 P. M. Song Service.
of Our Difficulties. -- Helping each other.
2:15 P.
(Round Table Talks) conducted by Milton Reece.
The S. S.'s Problem Solver and Power House, What? Why?
How? By J. L. Rupard.
Report on Efficiency.
Strategic Value of the B. Y. P. U. How to make
7:00 P. M.-the most of it. Open Conference.
Sunday School's Greatest Forces.
8:00 P. M.-1. Adults in the School, by Judge Rowells and A. W.
Hockenhull.
Mrs. L. S. Beckley and H. Haywood.
2. S. S. Training.
3. Prayer. S. B. Owens and Milton Reece.
Praise Service for the Blessing3 of the Rally. -- What we
mean to do because of it. -- A Free Will Offering.
We want to "Undertake great things for God and to expect
great things from Him" in this meeting. Let everyone who has
that desire in his heart make a sacrifice, if need be, to come.
Yours in His Service,
COMMITTEE.

W. A. Gillenwal

lawyer

BANK

Dr. J. B. Westerfi

YOUR BANK

Cunningham.

Prop.

The Old Reliable" Shop
in charge of first class
workmen.

"Safety Last"

Deposit your money with us.
draws interest

Physician and SurgeoJ
Office in Jackson Bldg,
Opposite Postoffice
Residence!
Office Phone 231

.

Leave the safety razor
alone and don't irritate
and torture your skin.

It is safe and

E. M. Chapmaij

dentist

Pay your bills by check. It is safe, convenient,
businesslike, and each canceled check is a receipt.

Over First National Bank)
Phone 95.
New Mexicc
Clovis,

Negotiate your loans from us. Approved security will get you any amount you want at
modest interest.
Substantial men own this bank; substantial
men are its depositors; substantial men have
made it what it is and will make it greater.

Dr. J. R. Hanei
s

This bank wants YOU in the ranks of its substantial friends. It is YOUR bank in theory
make it so in practice.

M.-S- ong

Our

First National Bank

-

M.-Ge-

tting

M.-W-

M.-S-

ome
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Notice of Suit
Notice of Suit
Burges, a defendant in
W.
J.
in
Ola Fahsholtz. a defendant
the suit hereafter mentioned is the suit hereafter mentioned is
hereby notified:
That suit has been commenced
in the District Court of Curry
County. New Mexico wherein
Fred Fahsholtz is plaintiff and
Ola Fahsholtz is defendant, said
cause being numbered 008 on
the Civil Docket of said Court.
And that the general objects of
said suit are to .obtain a decree
for a divorce from you the said
Ola Fahsholtz, and for coBts of
this action.
You are further notified that
unless you appear, plead or an
swer in said cause on or before
the 23ru day of September, 1915,
judgment by default will be
taken against you in said suit.
Plaintiff's attorney is Wm. A.
Gillenwater, whose business and
post office address is Clovis,
New Mexico.
Witness my hand and seal of
said court this 9th day of September, 1915.
(SEAL)
W. C.

Zerwer,

Clerk.
By Mae Litchfield, Deputy.
S

10- -O

1.

con

The Methodist Kevival
ducted by Rev. Lowery and his
singer is one of the big attractions in Clovis these days. Hundreds of people are flocking to
see these great Evangelists and
many conversions are expected.

hereby notified:
That suit has been commenced
in the District Court of Curry
County, New Mexico wherein
Katie Burgess is plaintiff and
J. W. Burgess is defendant, said
cause being numbered 887 on
the Civil Docket of said court.
And that the general objects of
said suit are to obtain a decree
for a divorce from you the said
J. W. BurgeBS and for costs of
this action.
You are further notjfied that
unless you appear, plead or answer in said cause on or before
the 23rd day of September, 1915.
judgment by default will be
taken against you in said suit.
Plaintiff's attorney is Wm. A.
Gillenwater, whose business and
post office address is Clovis, New

Physician & Surgeon
Office Opposite Postoffictf

R. R. DUNCAN C
DENTIST
Office Opposite P. O.
Phone 89.
NEW MCXl
CLOVIS.

(,

us

DR. A. L. DILLO
Physician & Surgeon

Notice for Publication.
Non owl land

Dcpnrtrment of the Interior, U8 land officii
FortKumncr. N. M.. Aug. 10. 11)15.
Notice Ik hereby given that Evert C. Annas!
for the hetra of Claude D. Acmoody doeaneed.

t

o

College View. Ncbi-.- . who on Oct. 21th Win. made
1 and
Homestead Entry No. IflUf.l for SW
81'!
Section 2 township 1 south, rnnge W Gaul,
matuN. M. P. M. hu filed notice of Intention to
proof to establish claim to the
tinal thrce-ea- r
land above described before Howard J. Witmore
in Ilia olllce at
United Hlatra t'ranniisaiuner,
Lincoln, Nebr.. and that the testimony of the
Witnessed will he imulo before William J. Curron.
U.S. Commlmiioner. at huollico in Clovis, N. M
on the 25th day of 8cpt mi bar,
Claimant names aa witnesses:
Hugo K Iceman, Laton A. Hooves. Jamo A.
Moan. 8. E. KcfTor. nil of T.utiro. N. M.
A. I. Kvana. IteslxUir,

w.

Notice For Publication
Public Land Sale
Office of the Commissioners
of Public Lands
State of New Mexico.

Santa Fe, N. M.. Aug.

11 1015.
Notice la hereby given llmt pursuant to
approved June
pruvialiinK of an Act of Congres
20, lino, the Laws of the State .if New Mexico,
of
regulations
the Stale Lund
and thenilos ai d
of Public I.iirnl wilt
Otllre, the Cmnmusioner
offer at public sale to the highest biddc, at In
a clock a. ni.. on Friday, Octol.r Wth. I Sir.. In
the town of Clovia. County of Curry. State of
New Meaicu. In front of the court liniiw therein
the following descrflicd tracts of land, via:
Se.:. 5, Twp. 1 N.. R .13 E..
N
8E

All of Sec. S3, Twp.
Sec:. 31: 8
:ce.
8K
i N. R. 33 E , i.mtainlng IWI (IK acres. 'I here
lamia. No hid
on the
are no imtirdi.
will be urrep led for lees than flvrdollara (f.'i lm)
Non C'ohI Land.
wh'.-ia the appraised value thereof.
nor acre,
LVpartment of the Interior, II. S. Land Office
Twp. 2 N., R. 3iiE.
of Sec.
Aim. F.
at Fort Sumner, N. M.. August 17th, 1015.
containing; 320 acrea. The Improvements on thta
Notlra la hereby Kiven that Behaatian A. Erd-ma- land conaista of fencing; valued at IT(kOl. No
of Clovia, N. M who. on March 20th. 11)10. bkl will be accepted for kau than ten dollar- mn'ie Homestead Entry. No. IKWTI), for S. W.
$1(U
per acre, which ia the epprniecd value
Section 8. Township 3 N.. Range SS E.. N. M. I.
thereof, and in addition thereto the urceatfiil
Meridian, haa filed notice of Intention to make
bklder must iiay for the Improvement
at the
Final Throe Year Proof, to establish claim to the appraised value.
land above described, before W. J. Curo-n- . II. 8.
Sec. IB. Twp. IN.. R. R8 K .
Also. W
CommlMioner, In Ma office at Clovia. N. M.. on
containing 32ft acre. The improvemnnta on this
the 4th day of October. 1116.
Jamea A. land conalst of two frame houses, ilaughter
Claimant namea a wltneosna:
Matbewi. Anna E. Curtl. Vernon Tate. Emmet houee, well, windmill, and fencing valued at
No bkl Will be accepted for leas than
II6MMI0.
A. Wilaon. all of Clovia. N. M.
ten dollar (tit) Oil) per acre, which la the apA. J. EVANS. Register.
praised value thereof, and In addition Iheretii
,
A. ! 9. 23.
the bidder mtiat also pay for the Improvements,
which exiat on the above described land at the
appraised value.
Non coal land.
Alan all of section lid. Twp. SN.. R. .UK.,
Department of the Interior, U. 8. Lanp Office containing 940 acrea. Thu Improvement on this
land eonilat of fencing, water tank and piping,
at Fort Sumner. N. M.. August 30th. 116.
Notice In hereby given that Theudoeia E. Jono. valued at (200.00. No hid will lie accepted for
or Claud. N. 11.. who. on June 10th. 1VI2. made lea than Ian dollar (ilO.im) per acre, which Is
Original Homestead Entry. No. O10211. for 8E the appralaed value thereof, and in addltkm
Sec. X, T 4. K 85 E. N. P. M. and on October thereto, th. bklder must also pay for the
which oxlat on the above described
2tt, 1913. made additional Hnmeatead Entry No.
land, at the appraised value.
OirfiOS for Lola 1. 2, S. 4 bee. 2 and Lota 3, 4 See.
The above sale of lands will be subject to
1, Township 4 N. Range 85 E. N M. P. haa did
the following term and condition. Via: The
notice of intention to make Final Three-ye- ar
Proof, to eaubliah claim to the land above de Successful bidder must pay to the Commissioner
scribed, before W. J. Cnrren, U. S. Commies lon- of Publle Lands, or hi agent hold icg uch ale,
of the price offered by thorn reaper.
er in hia Office at Clovia. N. M.. on the 12th day
lively fiar the land: 4 par cent Interest In advance
of October, lair..
for the balance of such purchase price; the
Claimant namea aa witnmm:
Suale 8. Jones, Samuel W. Pipkin. William 8. free for advertising and appraiament and all
Incidental
to
McReynnlda and William W. Pipkin, all of Claud. cost
the
sile
heroin, and
each
all of
and
said
N. M.
amount
must he deposited in casti or certified
A. J. Evani. Register.
Sept. 8. OS.
exchange at the time of rale, and whirh said
mount and all of them are subject to forfeiture
to the fitate of New Mexico if the successful
bidder do not ex scute a contract within thirty
day after it ha h en mailed to them ty the
Slate Land Office, aaid contract to provide for
the yment on the balance of the purchase
price of said trrarta of land in thirty, anuel
annual installments, with Interest on all defforrad
payment at the rate of four per cent per annum
A. B. C. train- In advance, payments and intereat due on October 1st of each year, and auch other condition,
obligations,
rceervat Ion and term aa may be
required hy law.
Each of tli tracts aa described herein will
bn offered separately. The Commiaatoner of
Public Land, or hi agent holding auch sale,
e
the right to reject any and all blda at aaid
s la. Ponanston under
of sale for the
No above described tract contract
Civil
will be given when salt
is completed.
Six
Witness my hand and the official eaal of
sinSix
Land Office thla 11th day of Auguat. IMS.
Rout. P. Ervirn.
Cemmlaiionmr of Public Lands
State of New Mexico.
First Publication Aug. 20th.
Last Publication Oct. 22nd.
Aiii-sa-

Special attention to disease
the Eye, Kar, Nose and lhr

and Fitting Glasses.

Office

....

"is

Over Meara Pharmacy
Phone luS. ketidmc Phone d.

Clovis,

New
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Swear in gi

D. D.

of the Arm of Dra. Presley
of Kotwell

k

t
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SwoaringiiJ
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will be in Clovis on 15th, 16tf
17th of each month treatil'
diseases of the Eye, Ear, N

ana inroac ana

I

,
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ruling uiassti
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DR. H. R. GIBSON

Notice for Publication.

I.

Osteopaih
Treats all diseases both acu
and chronic. Special attenti
Kiven to diseases of wome
PATIENTS EXAMINED FREE

Office 103
North Main Stre
Office Phone 383. Res. 390,
Clovis,
New Mexico;
1-- 2

DR. L. M. BIGGS

Notice For Publication.

Position and
Success

have crowned the efforts of
hundreds of young people who
have secured an
ing. Courses in Stenography,
Bookkeeping, Court Reporting,
Accountancy, Banking, Secre
Studies, Commercial
tarial
Mexico.
Teaching, Expert Coaching for
Witness my hand and seal of
Service a specialty.
said court thii 9th day of Sep- vacations.
sessians weekly.
tember, 1915.
months will complete a
gle course. Expert Instructions,
(SEAL)
Modern
Thorough
Courses,
VV. C. Zerwer,
Equipment. Graduates placed in
Clerk.
excellent positions. Fall term
By Mae Litchfield, Deputy. opens September 7th.
S 10- -O 1.
The only National Accredited
Commercial School in the Southwest. Instruction in resident
L. M. Dalmont, of the Plain-vie- school and by correspondence.
nursery was in the city Catalogue on request.
taking orders for nursery stock
ALBUQUERQUE
Wednesday. Mr. Dalmont has
COLLEGE
BUSINESS
a splendid orchard and reports
the nursery business in the The Special School by Specialists
Albuquerque, N. M.
county as flourishing.
w

New Me

Clovis,

IS

Held With the Clovia Church, Clovis, New Mexico,
September 23, - 24, 1915.

F

PROFESSIONAL

IM1

OUR

Association

M.-H-

Zerwer,
County Clerk.

W. C.

noon

11

0:1

16th.

2--

I

Veterinary Surgeon
Phone

e

Walker's Market
for'all kinds of
Meats and Produce
Phone
J Jl

Phone 12S

123.

Jl J J J Jl

Jljl Jt Jl Jl J.JIJ.

All kinds of Trees Shrub-

bery and Flowers.
88 years experience.
W. F. MOORE
P. M. MOORE
Local solicitors.

-

. 4-

; Money! Money!
We want your farm
loans. Can handle
them on short notice.

See us at once!

The
Union Mortgage Co. 1
UiJiJfJiJljijiJIjIJIjijI JIJIJIJIJl

Arthur E. Curren
LAND LAWYER
If you expect difficulty
in making proof, let me
help you. Contest work
a specialty. Two years

Ottawa Star Nurseries

c

Clovis, N. I.

10.

Register of U. S. Land
Office.
Eight years experience as U. S. Commissioner.

CLOVIS,

NEW MEXICO

;l

READY FOR YOU 1
We now have on display the bulk of our NEW FALL GOODS.. The'
variety is so large we have not the space to enumerate, but if you will
call we will take pleasure in showing you just the

m aterial

for Your Fall Suit or Dress!

N

JL

Warner
Corsets.

"THE OLD 5 and 10c STORE"

llHC
Farmers, Get This Message

OUR PUBLIC FORUM
IX-P-

Radford

eter

&v

l

On "Back to the Soil With Wall Street"
When Wall Street wants nood nusiiiesg men filic
usuully Kot'B buck tu the noil (o net tliem. Tliat financial
thorough lure la Rui'l tn bo honeycombed with mvn who
,
have plowed barefooted, who have drunk braneh water,
eat i'n eonibread and iiiuIurhpk and slept on tho floor in
their curly days. A mt;n Is more enable of holding the
reins of himineiot wlio knows how to drive a team of
muli r, flt'. ar a sheep cr put a rlor; tn a hhoal a nose. .
man Is li.'ti.'r eiiulnrcfl to meet the problems uf life who
In bis yntiih h;b i.ali.ed li lot; ii.Tosa tho creek to l;et
t
to school, i n:r:i il I'm Ktrln at li!k.i;K liees and
pitched lior? is h;oi Rauiru'ay m'tortinon. A man w ho Iiuj
(lit tho mooallirht ri' lit;-- of is yoi.lii po.v'ii.n liuiuin,?, e.oi'X! to imitri'Cti 'i
eiiiiRK n: d occasion'.' !lv tui'iii;.' lfiv, u the ooni'.i.'.m.i y lit a iVieJIins lintcb
li.ii'iio --in man. Tho n'tivo
.1 tho rlf.ht Hert of Hlti'T i" li'i'i to tn;il;e :
or. ;:tiiuttiu:::t of America it. in Maid
ele.hi in' mint of the !:.r- t'.e r..m:, tied couM ..l'n the
;!, v. ii tt very few cm , ;.i i.)i:n. rai.vl on or
Kle; tho lioH un
hh
i" i. piled hay, dion vni.nl, in.lli ihe in
in titiiiu.n.
ev ran run vw.tlil i.h'.e ,r i..ei-In
'1
to
coil
loyal
ttsfiiit
the
nl.
of
Tie- fartnnrri look to tin
at
tn
:.;!
Wail Street i:t rcpulr-- i
of iij,rice,ltiiro.
.1 .nliilien of the Ir.iriiu;; i
ovoi-- l
!.!; from a V 2. ('. A. to a v. a. o why not
be rnpHbie of liiia:i'-ii:........ ... .!,-- iIIiipi.'' II U cm uiiil:etent to l: il moiiev to U en! 1" .l'(lliil''tlt la
to l nd 1
"I it to a lo. ill haul er, to loci i I a hi ni; r to e:r.l l.i u mor, luvit,
;:i ni..'.a IIHU III.:
I; ;ii ill. I'd to lend to u i.Tiinr.
Smli a ti'lii'lecil
cm,.-ii.nt .lark built, nt d U s t sthuat n nnefnl Neither is
l.ti.-r-rs
to "ii.ovo the rrop." What the furrit, r
en money l;i
.. : money to !'."!'l the crop. What belter neenrilv Is there t'len a Wir-of lieit ;r a bii.liel of corn and
t for a i::ie of rot'on. a
(
of Fovrmmei.l Imnrs?
'I pi.h rrru'itii s net tr:nl hy
plnv i i:;n. He ulways has filled ntid ciAiiktI, n I'.ii ei. r i.. a
'"!:
-i
'I the n.'i1 ihe :: v'lM.i.rv, larler :'i: I wardrehc. h'lt ho linM r.othinvil
Vl:e f.rMi ai eonrrcmiivs tl.o fari.,ioiiie
'..ii,K the rlie ;.f .i
lii'st li:oll tin':
iiailnn tie'av e t riff iff ,'1 il i.'n solution
il::' ro m ..:
oj tho lln.wiciui
ei i:,:m.' lor roce- - ei art .v.i
,
(,,. c:iii.
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This in tlie best season of the year to
have pictures made on the farm.
Pictures of the homo, the fioltls and the
stock v.i II be priceless to you and yours in
after years. Also your old friends and neighbors 'batik east' will be (Wighte to sret one.
Why not have a family jrroup tnado right
on the farm with all I lie home atmosphere
an i sutifoundin.t.
Picrures of thu children
smd their rots.
Write mi: a li:i tclli.i; me vvh ire you
live arid wlu'ii 1
:r I'll be thore, and
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The State live Stock and
Products Exposition
R05WELL,

N. M., OCT.

4th,

--

OBITUARY

-
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9th, 1915
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Gone are tUe Opportunities of Yesteryear. Let's mat:e the most of 1915.

Here is Our Platform

a-

lets cn sale daily,

Oct. 3rd, to 9th.

A splendid exhibition.

New

See it.

-

v-

L. R. CON ARTY, Agent.
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TROUBLE
FOIi

itfa&T

Friodt TkoafU Mr.

Uagliu Woild

DU,

Ui

Interesting

I decide tt
taking other medicine.
take his advice, although I did not have

for three months, and

Recovery.

Ky.- -n

YEARS

any confidence ia tt.
I have now been taking

Om Htlpci Vim to

1

FIVE

8

BUck-Drtttj-

ht

has cured me

haven't had those awful sick headache
since I began using it
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am so thankful for what Black.

Pomerovton.
Draught has done for me."
bet from thli place, Mr. A. J. Hughei
ha been
Thedford'
itet as follows: "I was down wtin
medicine
for de
and found a very valuable
much trouble for Ave (5) years,
at rangements of the stomach and liver. It
mid have sick headache 10 bad,
is composed of pure, vegetable herbs,
that I thought surely I would die
contains no dangerous Ingredients, and
n tried ditlerent treatments, but they
acts gently, yet surely. It can be freely
i not seem to do me any good.
old, and should b
sleep, used by young and
got so bad, I could not eat or
family chest.
thought I kept in every
i all my friends, except one,
today.
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try
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We, the niembeis of the New Mexico
Sia!o Fair Commission, agree with the
people f f New Mexico, that the 1!15 State
Fair will deliver the goods.
Signed:
R. E. Futney. Prea.
H. H. Betts, Vice Pres.
C. A. Scheurich.
R. W. Wiley, Sec'y to Com.
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the news of the kreatest state fair ever
held in the Southwest.

The Dates, October 11,-1- 6
New Mexico.
-Albuaucraue.

J. H. Burgett.
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For Sale

THE CLOVIS BARBER SHOP

'Three good four room houses,
nnmpr Rrand and Axtell Streets.
$1500 takes the three if sold b

CRANE & WILLIAMS, Props.

Monday.

First Clasa Work.

Several snaps in sections and
quarters in the wheat belt, in
vestigate.

112

1--

2

Black-Draug-

South Main

St

Hot and Cold Baths
Clovis, New Mexico.

CURREN AGENCY.

U,

fcdford'i

this space every week for

Note.-Wa- tch

Notice
Wanted: A good live man as
resident salesman, commission
Notice is hereby given that 1
basis. Personal bond required. will not be responsible for any
Further Information address, debts contracted by Mrs, Mary
Grand Union Tea Co., Pueblo, E. Burgett
Colo.

s.

For Sale: -- 30 grade cows and
registered hereford bulls for
Can
Nov. 1, 1915.
Snlrl in Clovis and recommended delivery
terms.
arrange
possibly
as the world's best corn remedy
A. B. Wagnrr.
by Southwestern Drug to.

U-R-NEXT

Union Bvber Shop

R. H. SNELLINGS, Proprietor.
cheerfully refunded
Satisfaction guaranteed or whiskers

1

itiZ

CLOVIS NEWS

MOTHER OF
SCHOOL GIRL
Telia How Lydia E. Pinkham'.

Vegetable Compound Re
stored Her Daugh-te- r'
WOOLLEY,

Health.
MONEY-MAKE-

R

Being a Kentuckian, horn In the
blue grass, and later a resident of Virnever Inginia, mere
terested Robert Wlckllffe Woolley
overmuch.
But now, In his mature
Ufa he hag become one of the fores
of the world.
most
He Is director of the mint of the
United States, In charge of making
the metal money of the country, and,
also, the metil money of various other countries. So, while be counts his
makings in terms of millions, they are
not for him. He Is no money grubber.
Literature and horses really are
the things to which he always bas
been most devoted, and they are directly responsible for his becoming
a money-make- r
of first Importance
In tbe world. Here ia the chain of
connecting circumstances that brought
him to bis present occupation: ' He
ao loved horses that he could not refrain from writing about them; so
-well did be write about them that
writing became a profession; from writing about horses he turned to writing
about other things, politics for choice, he being, as stated In the foregoing,
a Kentuckiau; and writing about politics led him to writing and studying
about economics; and bence the step to that branch of economics which concerns money.
money-makin-

g

money-maker-

r
.

m.

hi

f'i.

--
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YOUK Is the healthiest big city In the world.
One pest, however. Father Knickerbocker batting against in vain tbs
bomb planter. While com-

EVV

parative statistic! are
lacking, it is sate to say
that no great metropolis
approaches this one In
lis black ecord of cease- leas dynumitliiKB, with attendant damage to properly and human life.
The recent eiplosion In the basement of Manhattan's palatial police
headquarters was a great piece of Impudence, but in this respect it scarcely
exceeded some other points in bomb
history here. Many men have been
the victims of several successive
bombs, with the police striving to
give them protection all the time.
There are notorious "bomb blocks" In
the city, where the Inhabitants time
and again have been thrown from their
beds In the middle of the night and
descended the
In barefoot,
nlghtie-clad- ,
squeaking multitudes.
Bomb explosions fall naturally Into
three major groups:
First, blackmailers' crimes, intended to Intimidate obstluate Intended
victims of extortion.
Second, anarchists' crimes, meant to
protest against society.
Third, deeds of private vengeance.
Records of bomb explosions here
are not carefully kept and It is probable that many frightened victims of I
minor explosions never bring the matter to the attention of the police. But
It is known that In 1914 there were
at least fifty bombs set off, or about
one a week.
The year preceding, 1913, aaw more
than four times as many, or about 260
crimes of this character, brought to
the attention of the authorities and the
newspapers.
The drop In bombs following this high tide was largely due
to the rounding up of the notorious
bomb gang which Included Antonio
Levantlno. "Zump" Plccarelle, and
"Burkey."
"Zump" confessed touching off 34
bombs In different parts of New York
city. He said the band had received
from 2S to $75 when It set off bombs
for other persons.
They had also
murdered a Chinese for $2, and stolen
a young girl for $50.
With the rounding up of this gang
and the ending of the activities of Its
"bomb factory," the police thought
bomb plamiug would cease. Hut It
did not, proving that many single
criminals or independent bands were
operating with explosives.
Undoubtedly the ease with which
dynamite and othor high explosives
can be procured and tho widespread
knowledge of their use In this city
Is to a large extent to blame for conditions.
Knornious rapid
transit
projects, employing tens of thousands
of workmen, are under way, besides
the countless other construction jobs,
most of which involve blasting Into
the solid rock bnse of Mnnhattan
Italian laborers ran easily steal a
few sticks of dynamite from a contractor for whom they are working.
Probably '.in per cent of bomb Crimea
are committed by Italians, the victims usually being other Italluns.
Tho police have never been able
to persuade Italians upon whom the
blackmailers of their own race have
set their murk to
In thwarting the gangs.
When an Italiun shopkeeper has
prospered he Is apt to be preyed
upon by men coming from his own
town or province In Italy. The "Hlack
Handera" who attacked him probably
leave immigrants from other sections
of Italy, and, Indeed, all other persona
In peace.
t'ntll the lust two years Italian
blackmailing bombs were conllned to
the foreign sections of the city, but
prosperous
Italians have
found that moving their residence to
a better district has not saved them.
There have been several crimes of

-

TAMER OF STRIKERS

this character In the Washington
Heights residence section.
Anarchist bombs are usually more
spectacular than those of blackmail-era- .
Churches, courthouses, the residences of men of wealth and position
are their targets. A bomb was found
at the door of Andrew Carnegie's Una
mansion upon Fifth avenue a few
citizens are
weeks ago. All
being forced to employ bodyguards.
In the fine districts east of Fifth avenue the dwellers on a block often
to hire an armed night patrol. This Is a protection against burglars, "but the growing danger of the
hnmh nranlr tine fallen! tha arnnrHa In
Increase In number.
Only an Insignificant percentage of
bomb crimes result in arrests and
convictions of the perpetrators. Planting a bomb seems about the safest of
outrages.
The bomb Itself ia almost
always bo shattered that the fragments
are useless as clues.
Kven where the bomb does not explode It is seldom useful as evidence.
On the morning of November 14, 1914?
the fuse of a bomb sputtering under
a bench In the Tombs police court
caught the eye of Policeman George
L. O'Connor.
He started forward
and grabbed the bomb, which had
only three Inches of fuse visible, and
started for the doorway. He tried to
rub the fuse out, and falling in that,
he Jerked the Insulated fuse from its
fastening In the heart of the exploThe bomb consisted of two
sive.
pounds of mixed black and smokeless
powder and about thirty loaded cartridges.
O'Connor's quickness and pluck
probably saved tho lives of Magistrate John Campbell, his wife, and
many spectators lu the courtroom.
The placer of the bomb was never detected.
This bomb was cunnected In the
minds of the police with four others
On February 8 an
of the same year.
unexpioded bomb had bean found In
the church of St. Murk's ln the llouwo-rl- e
after the anarchist Frank Tannun-buuand his followers had spent the
night there, having been fed and received a comfortable place to sleep.
On October 14 a bomb exploded In
St.
beautiful
Patrick's cathedral,
! wrecking
several pews and breaking
'a memorial window. On October 14
the rectory of the Catholic church of
St. Alphnnaus was damaged by a bomb
placed outside.
In the church the
preceding winter more than litu of
Taunenbaum's followers hnd been arrested and later they were sentenced
to the workhouse tu Magistrate CampOn November 11 tho
bell's court.
tine new Bronx county courthouse was
Injured by a bomb, apparently meant
for County Judge Gibus.
In this connection also should be
mentioned the premature explosion of
a bomb July 6, 1914, in the nest of anarchists In upper Lexington avenue,
which wrecked a tenement, killed two
men and a woman high lu anarchist
councils, and injured several other
persons.
The anarchists attempted to give a
magnitlccnt funeral for those "martyrs." but were squelched by tbe powell-to-d-

club-togeth-er

lice.
With
men,

this revelution

GUN
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activities the police made elaborate
preparations to trap the malcontents.
On March 2 of this year they seised
two young anarchists, Frank Ablano
and Charles Carbons, in the act of
setting off a second bomb In St. Patrick s cathedral.
Tbe capture was
moat dramatic, being fade in the
mulst of a church service. Tbe police had been stationed all over the
Interior of the edifice, some disguised as scrubwomen and others as
A young detective who bad
ushers.
wormed his way Into the anarchists'
confidence was there obviously as
their confederate, and the bomb planters were allowed actually to light their
fuse before they were arrested and the

fuse stamped upon.
Among the numerous unexplained
Is
mysteries
the bomb received
through the malls by Judge Otto
In his home on Riverside
drive March 16. 1912. It was meant
to explode on opening, but something
went wrong in the mechanism and the
judge was not injured.
Tbe famous bomb expert of tbe police department, Owen Egan, was
summoned to take charge of tbe bomb,
and while be was examining it In tbe
Judge library it went off. badly Injured Egan's hands and shattering
much of the furniture In the room.
Another sad and mysterious case
was tbe death of Ida Anusewltx, a
stenographer who was killed December 12. 1913, by the explosion of an Infernal machine she received In the
mall of her employer, the president of
a bottling company.
On February 2, 1913. Mrs. Madeline
Herrera was killed in her home In the
Itronx by the explosion of a bomb
which her husband had picked up In
On February 3. 1912.
the vestibule.
Mrs. Helen Taylor was almost Instantly (tilled by a bomb contained In a
large cigarette box whleh she received
from a uniformed messenger In her
home at No. 103 Wost Seventy-seventy

An

street.
attempt was made to explain the

ftosalslsy bomb and the Horrera and
Tayh
murders by the activities of
Henry J. Kloti, a cltf draftsman.
Attention was directed to him when
he was fatally injured while experimenting with explosives In his home,
hut these three mysteries remain unsolved.
Gamblers' wars were a fruitful
of bombs before the mtirdor of
soiir
Herman Rosenthal by CharU's Hecker
and his accomplices, but of late the
gentlemen of chance have been less
active.

So Departed the Colossus.
The remains of the CoIobsus of
Rhodes have been dispersed beyond
possibility of recovery, or even of tracing. It stood for little more than half
a century, and then. In 224 P.. C. was
The
overthrown by an earthquake.
Rhodlans raised from benevolent outsiders large sums of money for Its restoration, but divided the fund among
themselves, asserting that the oracle of
Delphi bad forbidden them to set It
up again. So there the ruin lay until
G72 A. D., when tbe Saracens sold it to
a Jewish merchant, who loaded 900
camels and went away literally with
of anarchist the brass.

who needed diversion when
there were so few passengers aboard.
Nevertheless, things happened as
8tevyards on Great Liner Given Some
the Arabic was going down the MerTarget Practice at Kite and
sey and into the German war tone
Periscope.
around the British Isles that Inspired
The first transatlantic gun club that the ordinary neutral passenger to Inever bored evanescent holes In the fer that the Arabic was preparing to
western ocean has arr'ved by tho protect herself against tTie attacks of
Captain German submarines
While Star liner AraWr.
Passengers noted that sand bags
Finch aald that the iuh wns really
not
serious proposition: that it had had been piled high around the steerbeen organlxed chiefly to occupy the ing gear to protect It from possible
Passenger
also re
minds of 'he '.ewards till al.ti; sea- shell Injury.

START

lint

marked that as the Arabic steamed
down the Mersey she towed a rait on
which thera was an upright, resembling a periscope, and that the gun
club, made up of about twenty men,
took turns at blazing away with
riles, good but long out of
The lounge
date, at the upright.
steward made a record shooting at
tbe upright.
After the liner got Into the open she
flew a kite from the stern, and the
rifle rlnb had some aerial practice.
New York Sun.

Eugene F. Klnkead, sheriff of
Hudson county, New Jersey, baa
loomed large In the public esteem recently. He Is the man who showed
Bayonne bow he could tame strikers
until they clamored to eat out. of hia
hand, and could then send them back
to their Jobs with assurances of higher pay and better hours.
Seldom in time of peace baa an
American community faced a more
menacing situation than that in Bayonne. Still more seldom has a situation so fraught with peril been so successfully met by the courage, skill
and diplomacy of a civic peace officer,
without the aid of state troops. That
Is why Eugene F. Klnkead Is the
man of the hour In New Jersey and
why many of his admirers are booming him for the next governor.
Klnkead has been a man by no
means unknown even before be pulled
the teeth of tbe most dangerous strike
of the year. During six years of an
active career as a member of congress his light was not always hidden under
a bushel nor were bis talents perpetually burled 'neath the column rules of
the Congressional Record. He Is now In the advertising business and make
bis home in Jersey City. He was born In Ireland In 1876 and came to America when four years old.
"Gene" has always been an ardent lover of baseball. While In congress
he was tbe captain of the Democratic congressional team. The Republican
nine was captained by "Jack" Tener, afterward governor of Pennsylvania
and bead of the National league. Mr. Klnkead was a good pitcher, but be
could play any position on the diamond reasonably well, and when the rival
political teams played for charity and the society of the capital turned out
to witness the scrimmages between the national lawmakers "Gene" Klnkead
could be depended upon not only to do bis work In the game, but to afford
also a lot of amusement with his good natured badinage and bis dramatlo
performances.

HE HAS SPENT

$50,000,000

"Herbert C. Hoover Is the American who, of all the Americans, bag
played the most Important part In the
great tragedy being enacted in Europe," said a cabinet member recently, and yet comparatively few persona
know who Herbert C. Hoover Is.
To put Is briefly. Hoover Is the
man who, at the bead of tbe Belgian
relief work, bas directed the expenditure of $50,000,000 In recent
Among the few men who
months.
really run things In the civilized nations and a few of the uncivilised
be is regarded as America's foremost
citizen or the world. Princes and potentates financial and political
know him on terms of Intimacy.
Only a few years ago he was a
farmer boy In Iowa. He worked his
way through Stanford university, became a mining engineer and, after
much experience in this country and
Australia, gained great fame by opent
ing highly productive mines tn the
hinterland of China. He now has Interests In many lands and bas been
decorated by France, Belgium and England.
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WOMAN AEROPLANE

BUILDER

Plover, Iowa. "From a small child
my 18 year old daughter bad female
weakness,
i spoxe
to three doctors
about it and they did
not help bar any.
Lydia E. Pinkham'a

Vegetable

Com-

pound bad been of
great benefit to me,
so I decided to have
her give It a trial.
She baa taken five
bottles of the Vegetable Compound ac
cording to directions on the bottle and
she is cured of this trouble. She was
all run down when she started taking
the Compound and her periods did not
come right She was so poorly and
weak that I often had to help ber dress
herself, but now she is regular and Is
Mrs.
growing strong and healthy."
Martin Helviq, Plover, Iowa."
Hundreds of such letters expressing
's
gratitude for the good Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound bas accomplished are constantly being received,
proving the reliability of this grand old
remedy.
If you are 111 do not drag along and
continue to suffer day in and day out but
at once take Lydia E. Pinkham't Vegetable Compound, a woman's remedy for
woman's ills.
If yon want special advice write to
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (confidential) Lynn, Mass. Yonr letter will
be opened, read and answered by a
woman and held tn strict oonfldeaeat
Pink-barn-
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These United States.
The United States bas 3,000,000
square miles of territory, 1,903,000,000
acres of land. There are 878,000,000
acres of land In the farms of the country, but 478,000,000 acres of this area
are unimproved and unproductive.
Good

I

In that new banana which Burbank
baa evolved the sklddy skin Is omitted. This may be a gain for tho
banana and the public, but it's a painful loss for the professional funmaker.
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Red Cross Bag Blue bisIm tb Uandrtas
happy, makes clothes whiter tbaa snow.
All good grocers. Adv.

Some horses are better mud runners
than others. It Is so with human beings.

Pain

That

Knife-Lik- e
Have you a lame back, aching day
and night? Do you feel sharp pains
after stooping? Are tbe kidneys
sore? Is their action IrreguHr? Do
you have headaches, backaches,
rheumatic pains, feel tired, nervous, all worn-outUse Doan's Kidney Pills tbe medicine recommended by so many people In this
locality. Read the eiperlence that
follows:

A Colorado Case
R.

U

Hall,

con-

tractor. 14(16 Eighth
Colo.,
HI., Qrreley,
ays: "While lying
down a sharp puln
caught me in my
Ida and I couldn't
I punned
et up.
gravel that rauniHl
torture of the worst
kind. I was laid up
for two or three days
at a time and the
pains in my back
were awful. Three

boxes

of Doan'a
Kidney, Pills rid me
of the pain.
The

cure bas lasted."

Cat Deaa'a at A ay Stare,

BOe

a Baa

DOAN'S VilX?

rOSTEA-MlLaUR-

CO. BUFFALO.

ML

V.

Make the Liver
Do its Duty
Nine times In ten when the livci
right the stomach and bowels are righCARTER S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS

-

Mrs. Maurice Hewlett, wife of the
com-- .
famous novelist, has a large aeropel a lazy liver to
'PlDTFD'tf
night
day
and
working
factory
plane
wni i
airmilitary
of
production
on the
In
woman
only
craft. She Is the
Britain, and probably the sole representative cf the fair sex the world
over, who occupies the unusual role
aad Distress After Eating.
of aercplane builder. Few ouUlde
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.
'.hose connected with aviation know
Genuine must bear Signature
of the valuable work this lady has of
recent years carried out for the advancement of British aeronautics.
During the last three years she has
quietly studied aeroplane constru-tion- ,
LOSSFS SURELY PRtVENTEl
and has spent a small fortune
kr Cattar
Slaaatef Pint.
BLACK
In,
conar1rJ. frMB, rallabla; rrrree W
on equipment for her factory, so
wwlera Itaaaaita aaeaUM taaa are- Itll
fident was she In the aeroplane at a
'
J WLi
' oalt andaaaaluM
WrU
leulaeaUla,
military machine.
akaa. Slaaklal fllli fl.N
.
J
4
Pllla
at
laia. Blaaklaf
She was the first woman to take
aut Ctmer'a kaet,
lilt merlnrtly of Cutlar anxtucti U dua ta aaf It
a flying certificate in Britain, and she
,MrlMilnf In taaalaat aaf eara
feara
ealy.
artar direct
learned the art of piloting In the early
.J!,I!..;.5"",,
" "Malaahle,
TH1
CUTIIS LASOSATORV,
BarUlay. GalllaraJa,
days of aviation when going aloft In
an aeroplane was about as hazardous
PARKER'S
a task as one could hope to And.
HAIR BALSAM
She Is
In the aviation world Mrs. Hewlett enjoys unbounded popularity.
A tollaa preparmilee at aa.rll
Jl.lM U.rmdiM.1. .uaraC
regarded as mascot where flying Is concerned, for although she bas made
Far Reetaraaw CaJar ana
Baanty teOrar er Faded Hatr.
scores of aeroplane flights, both as a passenger and pilot, she baa never mt
tea aea tua at Drwaxnta,
wlUi the slightest mishap.
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WILL AEROPLANES STOP WAR

VIBRATION OF RAILROAD BRIDGES
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NO PLACE FOR COUNTERFEITS
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Difficulty of Replenishing and Starting
Herd! With Good Animeis worries Dairy Farmer.
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Orrvllle Wright Is Moved to Say He
Likes to Think 80,
Anyhow.
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ThA develonment of the increasing
dajry cattle ia
demand for
based upon the recognition of the fact
tbat under present production condi
tions, the counterfeit dairy cow nas no
place on the pasture or in the feed- yard.
Durln the naxt few years, dimculty
in replenishing and starting herds
with good animals has confronted the
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Diagram Shows the Vibration Caused In a Bridge Span by a Locomotive Running at the Critical 8peed; the Picture Below the Diagram
Drivewheels and the Instrument With
Shows Typical Counterbalanced
Which the Vibrations Were Measured.

PROBLEM

TAKE VIBRATION TESTS
ENGINEERS ASCERTAIN FACTS
CONCERNING BRIDGES.

Tests recently made by an engineering association throw an Interesting
light on the severe vibration to which
railroad bridges are subjected by loco-

motives running at high speed. Every
locomotive drlvewbeel Is counterbalanced to neutralise the weight of the
driving rods, the counterbalancing
metal being cast adjacent to the rlra
on tha aide oonoalte the driving-roconnection. With this arrangement It
Is possible to counterbalance perfectly
fnr nnlv one aneed. ao that with the
locomotive running at either greater
or lens speed than this there is sure
This becomes a
i. be pounding.
matter when the locomotive Is
running at a speed greatly In excess
of that for which Its drivewheels are
counterbalanced,
the wheels lifting
from the rails a small fraction of an
Inch at each revolution, and then fall
Inc back with a hammor blow. Every
hrlrlin mian has a natural rate of vl
bration. denending on its length and
When the pounding of
construction.
the locomotive corresponds to this
BHti'4; rate of vibration the result is
Va vibration, the enect being
a awltia
III... .ft.... r. t nn.liln
at Just the right Intervals, i ne speea
at which this occurs for any particular
hri.lcn in known as Its critical speed.
In the case Illustrated, the maximum
bniidins of the span under the critical
speed Is about CO per cent greater
than that canned by a steady load of
the same amount It has been found
thai this effect Is practically absont
for needs under 15 miles an hour and
for mend treatlv In excess of the
critics! speed. Popular Mechanics.
ee-li-

Waate of Good Men.
mechanics, shop superin
tendinis and general foremen, as a
rule, work hard, too hard, In fact, In
that they expend thefr energy In the
iwrfiirminni of tasks wnlcn are oe
neath their i:Dubllitles, Instead of con
serving tlielr time and ability for the
solution of problems of greater weight
and importance. The employment of a
hivii.hmd racer with enviable track
vaonrda aa a cab horse would be no
mnra ridiculous, no less reasonable
than the assignment of routine and detali work, reaulrlng only the lnieni
genre and ability of a clerk or minor
fntvme.n. to an executive of nne capa
bilities, and yet this very condition is
found to exist on most, If not all, of
th railroads, and to It may be attriD- nted In great measure the Inefficiency
of the total results obtained. It is no
uncommon thing to find an official of
ih mechanical department, a man of
rara norcentlon and Judgment, pos
sessed of great energy and ability, so
hv th oress of Insignificant
matters imposed on him by precedent
w
that he is utterly unanie 10
matters of prime Importance me aitentlon which they deserve. wigi
Jieerlng Magsslne.
Master

k,jMj
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Matar Car Gains.
aranment against pessimism In
the motor Industry Is shown by the
tart that In alx months of 1914 mow
than 2,000 motor care have been registered In Massachusetts, more then
during the entire IS months of 1913,
and the latter was a very good year,
too. In the six months the Psy State
k.a Mitaoteit 11 8.201 more from aum
mobile owners than It had in the en
months of the preceding year
tir
If the rate of Increase keeps up more
than 7S.000 motor cars and trucks will
be listed this year. And the revenue
will tntal morn than 11.000,000. At
tha nreeent rate BDnroxImately 100,000
will be operators of machine, or one
is every 35 Inhabitants.
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FOR THE ENGINEER

Increased Six of Locomotives Hat
Cauaed Complications That Have
to Be Adjusted.

Effect Produced by Locomotive Running st High Speed Was Point to
Arrived At, and the Result Is Interesting.

iJ

i

rWiTrr-gaa-

The constantly Increasing site of lo
comotives Involves Increasing the
weirht of all movlnx Darts, with the
atreeaea set UD not
attendant
only In the locomotive Itself, but In
the track structure as well. To reduce
thaaa in tha lowest nractlcable Dolnt
careful investigations have been car
ried on to determine the most satis
factory method of counterbalancing
the reciprocating parts. It has been
determined that to secure the mini'
mum of oscillation and promote
month Hdlnr of tha laree. heavy en
gines commonly used, It Is necessary
to counterbalance about 60 per cent
of the reclDrocatlnx welxhts. and tbat
the ratio of reciprocating weights to
total weight of the engine should be
annrnxlmatfllv 1 to 1(10 or 170. This
ratio Is attained In many now giving
satisfactory service. Special,
steel Is employed for pistons,
Dlston rods, croesneads, vaive gear
connections, main rods and bollow
crank pins, all for the purpose of reducing weight. Great endeavors are
being made to educate firemen In the
moat effective metboda of preventing
smoke, especially near cities. As is
well known, the city of Cblcsgo has a
large force of smoke Inspectors, whose
duty it is to observe, classify and report all black smoke produced. It is
said that this service coBts the city
$39,000 annually, and the railways entering there maintain a similar work,
expending $05,000 a year.
Thnpe railroads on which electric
motive power has boon wholly or partially Installed report that employees
trained In and accustomed to the op
eration and maintenance of ateam
easily adnnt themselves to
similar service with electric engines
and motor cars. At the present time
nnrtlnna of fourteen steam railroads
have been electrified, comprising 691.3
route miles, or a total of i.tgi miles
of track. Scientific American.

hnn
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Eyes of Railroad Employees.
with tha ntilect of urotcctlng Its
employees against permanent injury
to the eye or loss of sight, the
ft Ohio Railroad company in
circular lust Issued, urges that In
all cases of Injury or of the lodgment
of foreign particles In tne eye, tne
mnlnvee at once seek the services of
a company physician, whenever this be
noaalhln. rnther than attempt to treat
s
the Injury or allow
to do so. Railroad experience cltea
many Instances of permanent Injury
to the eye or total loss of sight sustained as tht result of attempts by
Inexperienced persons to usurp the
office of surgeon. The Immediate
of medical attention. It ia held,
eliminates the possibility of Infection.
e

Employees Retired.
employees of the Penn
avlvnnta railroad, who had reached
the penalon age of aeventy yeara, have
been ret red by the company, ur
these. 49 were on the lines east and
alrht on tha lines west. Of those
retired seven, on the lines east, bad
been in the service of the company
over fifty years. They are unaries n.
Cantwell. yard master. Wilmington:
James Martin, hostler, Hlghtstown;
William H. Krogmann, watchman
Baltimore; John R. Nowland, yard
master, Chester; Mark A. McQrlllls
ticket accnt. Philadelphia: Harry R
Given, engine watchman, Harriaburg.
and Alvan H. Conner, agent, Felton,
Del. Philadelphia Record.
Fifty-seve-

Fifty-seve-
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Select Animals on Wisconsin
Farm.

Did vou ever ston to think that
there la a very definite reason why the
present war in Europe has draggea
along for a year with neither side
gaining much advantage over the
other? The reason, as I figure it out.
Is aeroplanes, Orvllle Wright writes
In Collier's. In consequence of the
coutlng work done by the flying machines, each side knows exactly what
the opposition forces are doing.
There is little cnance lor one army
to take another by surprise. Napoleon
won wars by massing bis troops at un
The aeroplane nas
expected places.made that Impossible. It has equalised Information. Each side has such
complete knowledge of the other's
movements that both sides are obliged
to armwl Into trenches and fight by
means of slow, tedious routine rather
than by quick, spectacular aasnes.
Mv lmnresslon is tbat before tne
present war started the army experts
expected It to be a matter or a tew
weeks or, at most, a few months. Today
It looks as If it might run Into years
before one side can dictate terms.
Now, a nation that may be willing to
nndertake a war laatlnf a few months
may well hesitate after engaging In
one that will occupy years.
The dally cost of a great war is 01
When this cost
course stupendous.
runs on for yesrs the total Is likely to
be so great that the side wnicn wins
nevertheless loses. War will become
And the
expensive.
prohibitively
scouting work In flying machines will
be the predominating factor, as It
seems to me, tn bringing this about.
I like to think so, anyhow.
-

Tha Bonnie Conductor Lass .
Scotland, has two dozen
tMinhure-h- .
woman street car conductors who are
a thorough success In the new Una of
Other tramways are already
work.
recruiting girls and training them to
It is said that girls
be conductors.
working in the English cartridge fac
tories are so fired with patriotism
that aome of them work thirty nours
in a stretch without any. rest Miss
Elizabeth Lister has been appointed a
stationmaster In South Wales, the first
In
woman to act In that capacity.
tha north of Ensland and in Bcoliana
and Wales the men workers are being
supplanted In the fields by women,
who can be seen following the bar
row or digging and hoeing.

l

Dairy

dairy farmer at every turn. High feed
bills have demonstrated the futility
nt afurtin satisfactory returns when
keeping poor producers, and the wide
awake, progressive, business aairymen
are centering tbelr demands on merit,
of which there must be a greater supply to meet this demand. Foreign
rnmnntltlon has created a well ground
art Imnreaalon that the most effective
way of evading It Is by greater pro
duction per animal and better proa
ucts.

Family Dave.
Family occasions ought to be cele
brated freouentlr. even If the ceieora
Not Necessary to Go to Great Expense, tlon Is the simplest form of little fes
but Few Years of Time Are Retival. Bringing the family together
quired for Purpose.
helns to nromote affection. .Whatever
the event, birthday or wedding annl
Are vou satisfied with your present varaarv or a welcome home from a
herd of nonpaylng common cows? If Journey, It ought to mean something
not why not begin now to Improve to every member of the family, and
them and get out of the old rutT can be made an occasion that will re
When developing the dairy herd from main bright in memory when the fam
common stock it is not neceBaary to Uy circle Is broken
go to great expense, but a few years
of time are necessary In which to
The United States produces more
thla.
talc and soapatone than all of the rest
The amount of time called for will of the world combined.
to some extent, be dependent upon the
character of the stock that ynu now
Kind acts are never stepping stones
have, or the one you intend to use for to misfortune.
a foundation herd.
In some Instances two or three generations of correct breeding will build
up a common herd to a fine paying
herd. In other instances a longer
time will be required but it should
not require more than four or five)
generations to effect the changes
aought.
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What kind of roofing shall 1 buy?
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Yo can bay a
rooflna and av a faw dollar ia ind- coat r yo caa pay thia slight diffrsuc and get a
roofing guaranteed by the warld Urf a.t manuUcturar
of roofing and building pa par, i am nno
coonU and you'll find it cheaper la the leaf rua U buy
77m
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Roofing

Shingles

Thi nofias a A highea quality fManbl
guaiaahwd 5. ID ac IS
to make sod
yean, (ot 1, 2 ot 3 ply ret pacii rely. Whea

(Statu Smfactil
These shingles are surfaced V.1.I1
genuine red ot green crushed slate,
making a most artistic and durable
roof covering. Guaranteed 1 0 rears.

once laid Certain -- fearf ut rcauia
intact al leut io tbe period of the guar,
anteo aad the guxutee is a deaoiM ia
I aguart ail rooting ooudic
a .--r. a.

J.l.n iiawlm at rMwia6f
General Roofing Manufacturing Company

N

York CI.,
Cbleae.. WiiUaalphl.
s.nrraacuco via
DrtroH

fc Ul.

GOLD'S SIREN LURE FOR MEN
Hardship and Death Dared by Thou
sands That They may earn
Riches Qulokly.
it waa in idflR that the rush ot gold
seekers to the Klondike reached Its

prooaoiy
The
never will know the fame of the
but they have a place In the
long history of the gold nuniera, mo
men of all nations, ancient, medieval
and modern. The book has a hundred
chapters telling of failure and of death
to every one lightened with the story
of success.
H M. Cadell recently risitea tne
Klondike, and there made a study of
nraaant conditions. He describes them
and adds an Interesting account of tbe
early day rush to the Northwest territory. The Smithsonian Institution has
put Mr. Csdell's report Into print. It
is an interesting document Some of
the happenings tn the Klondike were
itnniicates of like happenings in Cali
fornia and Australia during the first
years of the surface washing in those
fields. These duplications snow inai
human nature Is unchanging.
Mn went to the Klondike oaring
hardship and death tbat they might
Some of tne goio.
rut rich aulck.
seekers were quickly suocessrui. a
lar-- ?
nercentace of the successful
ones almost literally threw their mon
ey away. Easy come, easy go. This
sort of thing has markea goia mm-i- n
in all ares. The Klondike is not
what It was, but human nature stays
the same. The discovery or goia ai
tha North nole would start a north
era migration that would take no
of the Inaunerable obstacles of
distance and cold. The lure Is Irre
sistible. Chicago Post.
flood.
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Bsby's Eyes.

no sound a warning to mothers
about letting tiny babies He flat, gasIng straight at the sky. Unless a
baby Is sitting up In Its carriage, tbe

dice is to throw them away.
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The Invitation.
"Hello, Mabel!"
"Oh, hello, George!"
"How are you, Mabel?'
"Just fine! How're you, George ."
"Same. Say. Mabel, let's go throu; b
the park this afternoon. What sayT
m
Well
ahem I I an
kind of well, I'm kind of tired,
George."
'Then you won't go?"
I'm ao sorry, but. George, you un
derstand Just how it is. don't you.
George, dear?"
so. I suppose 111 oavs
'Yes. I
to ride with someone else, then." .
Ride?"
road
'Yes: my new
ster came this morning."
Isn't
"Oh, George! Did It really!
that Just splendid? Say ah George,
I guess I'm not as tired as I thought
I wss."
'Well. I wouldn't take any cnances
If I were you, Mabel. It doesn't p.r.
I'll take someone else.
"But. really, dear, I'm not tirea a
bit Honestly."
"it's sweet of you to say tnat, out
don't want to take advantage of your
Mabel."
kindness. Good-by- ,
Mabel slammed the receiver vicious
ly on the hoop. "Darn It!" she mutr
torad -- whv didn't be say so In the
first place?' Michigan Gargoyle.
ah-a-

eight-cylind-

Nothing to Be Said.
Judge You admit, then, that yon
stole the loaf of bread?
Woman Prisoner Yes, your honor
Judge What have you to say for
yourself?
Woman Nothing, your honor. If M
was lace or Jewelry. I might plead
kleptomania, but wo can't try that
when It's bread.
Safest Marriages.
The safest marriages are declare
by a statistician to be those contract
ot
ed with men under twenty-fou- r
years of age.
more than thirty-fou- r

top should always be over Its race.

The best throw one can make with

B--

-

'

Something Just as Good.
"Let's get up a piscatorial

"Why not have Just a good old
ing party?"

i'V
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NEED OF WATER

FOR A CALF

Necesaity Not Generally Understood
and Young Animal Is Quite Frequently Painfully Thlraty.
Tha vnuna cuir does not receive all
the moisture It needs from the skim
milk which It Rets as a regular ratlou.
At a very early age It will drink a lit
tle water if It baa an opportunity ana
It will do thla a number of times dur
ing the day.
It is a good plan to have water before it at all times. This need of the
calf for water la not generally un.
derstood and the young animal Is
usually painfully thlraty as well as
hnnarv at feeding time. The result
Is that It gorges Itself with the milk
or drinks too rapidly wnen u naa
chance. Thus it doea not get the full
benefit of the milk and digestive trou
bles will result. Remember that milk
la the calf's food. Water should be
Its drink.
Cars of Calf After Weaning.
Make sure that the calf does not
get to the cow again, once It Is sepa
rated from her and nut on tbe skim
milk diet, aa it will tend to spoil, not
only the calf, but will cause the cow
to worry after the call and reduce ber
milk flow.
Leave Calf With Cow.
It is a good practice to let the calf
t
Buck the cow for about
hours after birth, after which It should
be taken from ita mother. In the case
nf a weak calf, however. It Is better
to let It remain two or three days
longer.
forty-eigh-

Cars Serve Double Purpose.
hai
In Pennsylvsnla
Clesnllnsss Is Necessary.
A railroad
In ralslnx calves, remember this
adopted cars that may be used eithei
for freixht or for paaaengers, th Cleanliness In all ot tbe feeding op
erations ia extremely necessary.
seats folding against the sides.
Passengers on British Lines.
Ua Artificial Colorlna.
During the last year 1.228.316.00C
If it Is desired to use artificial color
passengers traveled by tbe railroads ol Ing, it should be added to tbs cream
the Vnited kingdom.
Just before churning.

Breakfast
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Ever know a real boy
who wasn't on time for
meals when there was

something

V

I

he liked?

Boys are always ready for

breakfast when they're

go-

ing to have the

Post
IMCW Toasties
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These delicious, new corn flakes
bring to your table all of the delightful
flavour of sun ripened corn. They re
made by a new method that keeps
them crisp and firm even after cream
or milk is added they don't mush
down as other com flakes do.
"puffs"
Notice' the little pearl-lik-e
chardistinguishing
flake
each
a
on
acteristic; try them direct from the
package without cream or milk and
you'll get the real com flavour of

eicur-slon.-
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fOaMtm Cmal Compear, Ltd.

New Post ToasHies

fish-

3 FALL OPENING, WEDNESDAY, SEPT.
M9

This Will Interest Every Woman.

5
I

The new fall hats are the most beautiful patterns.
They are the.highest class of Millinery, made of the
best material, but the new styles are plain. We have
a line of Hats for school girls at from $1.00 to $2.00.
Also Tams for children.

3
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15TH.

We will havf almost everviiiinp
- J
o in the readv
made garments. Our Coats, Suits, etc. are just fresh

.
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W.

W.

White

reports a big

business in grain shipments.
W. J. Curren has purchased a
new Ford from Linley and Jones.

left for
Tuefday, and was absent
a few days.
Mrs. S. V. Ash, of southern
Texas, is the guest of her daughter. Mrs. Charles Lockmiller.
Russell Hardwick

F. L. Forrest
cepted a position

has again

Ar-te-

ac-

as salesman at

Austin's.
Miss Irene Skipwith, of Amarillo, has returned to hf r home,
after a short visit with her
uncle, 0. 0. Skipwith.
L. W. Locker, Chess Crain
and others went to Hereford on

tfsr"

nC

ill!

We have everything in new Ladies. Misses and Children's Coats and Suits, and the
latest in Combination Dresses in Messalines and Taffetas. Shirt waists in Silk and Crepe
At China
Koar fall ofulaa in WlAA
nnanfa tnr Kahn f!nrsta And Rovnl
Society Packages. Crochet and Embroidery Thread in all the new shades and weaves.

Uj

rViliia

OSBORNE & WRIGHT.
Visit Whiting's Variety Store.

C51

earl

Our Ladies' Wearing Apparel Department.

FEATHER BOAS
They are absolutely necessary for wejl dressed ladies.

Local and Personal

5:
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Jack Pritchett, who was employed with', the J. I. Case
Threshing Machine Co., with
headquarters
at Amarillo, returned Sunday.
The Lyceum is undergoing a
complete renovation, including
new paper and paint. The Lyceum is right up to date on
everything.

Prove up

l

9

A Revival is being conducted
James Low arrived Monday
The Elks are going to give
!
in a large tent on North Main from Ft Madison, Iowa, and will away an automobile. The sysbe joined here by his wife, who
Before
Street by the Seventh Day
tem is to sell fountain pens for
and in proving quite a has been visiting her mother,
Commissioner
U.S.
$1.00 each and with each pen
Mr. and Mrs.
success. Large crowds attend Mrs. Johnson.
purchaser reW. J. CURREN
Low left Tuesday for San Fran- purchased
nightly.
some numbers. A lucky
ceives
cisco, returning home via Salt
A dance was given by the Elks
I take this means of notifying
number wins the auto.
Lake
and Denver.
at their home, Saturday night.
the public that no change has
W. E. Copeland returned from
Music was furnished b y the
been made in the office of U
The News is indebted to J. N.
Virginia Ministrel Band. This Parrott and wife fof a sack of his farm in Roosevelt county S. Commissioner, and that I
was peaches raised on their farm Wednesday to spend a few days am ready at all times to give
Joe Jacobaon has temporarily was a public dance and
v
largely
attended.
near the city.
Parrott and visiting his family. He says you the benefit of five years
rented the Woodward Building
peaches
others
have
raised
this crops are looking fine in his experience as U. S. Commison Central Main Street, which
Miss Laura Thurman, of Amawas recently vacated by the rillo, was married at the Curry year which will excell in flavor community. Mr. Copeland was sioner. Applications fur proof
taken free of charge.
Palace Pool Hall.
County court house to George anything shipped in from out of formerly engaged in the photographing business in Clovis.
the
state.
Tuesday.
Grady,
M.
Borden,
of
Mrs. J. B. Savage and daughW. J. CURREN,
ter left Tuesday for their home The ceremony was preformed by
A. J. Icodes, the dry goods
The Roj al Typewriter repreHotel Bid.
Antlers
in Roswell,
after a month's Judge Noble.
sentatives were canvassing Clo- merchant returned Thursday CI
New Mexico'
wis.
visit to Mr). Savage's parents,
Among their from a trip o f 1900 miles
vis this week.
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Elmore.
sales was a machine to the News throughout some of the eastern
OPENING
Wanted A white dining room
college.
his absence,
and
Misses Annie and Mamie
girl and white woman cook, or
Campbell Millinery Shop Theysome to the business popu- states. During his
home and
someone entered
have one of the best
Lyons, of Amarillo, visited their
Good wages.
will have their opening the lar pt iced machines on the mar- stole his shotgun and other man and wife. M.
Mrs.
A. Eaten,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
Lamesa, Tex as.
Box 88
articles.
Lyons of this city Monday, re- 15th, 16th and 17th. Every ket
ts

the

body cordially invited.
turning Tuesday af ternon.
a fishing trip the first of the
Miss lone Austin, the pretty
week.
Railroad News
and accomplished daughter of
Lost A gold band Bracelet In A. B. Austin, will leave Sunday
East Clovis. Finder return to for Denton, Texas, where she
Clovis Mill and receive $2.00 re- will enter the industrial school.
ward,
A. J. Whiting, who recently
W. H. Duckworth.
Harry returned from a marketing trip
Stonehill, Jack Hull and Roy east, says that the comment reMcMillen were in Roswell the garding winners i n the big
first of the week, where they world war has changed considerparticipated in the tennis tourna- ably since he was east la3t year.
ment of state tennis champions, Then it was said by practically
in which the games were played all that the Allies would eventMonday, Tuesday and Wednes- ually win. Now things have reday.
versed.
l-- t.
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Harry F. Oswald, an employe
at the Santa Fe shops, left Sunday for an extended trip through
the east and south.
Jerry Briscoe has returned
from a trip to California, where
he took in the expositions.
Lester Evans has gone to
Lawrence, Kansas, where he
will enroll as a student at the
state university.

Cain-Gry-

der

Harold Gryder, of Clovis, and
r
Miss Claudia Cain, of
were married Sunday at
the home of the brides parents,
the Rev. Willmon officiating.
The contracting parties have
resided in Curry County for
several years and are young and
popular.
Black-towe-

Call For Bids

Shortsightedness is the cause of failure. He who looks ahead and builds
accordingly is a truly wise man.
FORESIGHT, and the ability to
save are the surest assets in the
making of a permanent success.

Put your money in OUR BANK.

Bids will be received by the
Board of Education of the City
of Clovis on Tuesday, Sept 21st,
for the construction of a sewer
approximately 1000 feet; this to
connect the new ward school
building with the city sewer.
Plans and specifications on file
with W. H. Taylor, Clerk of the

"THE BANK THAT ACC0M0DA1ES'

'J'HIS is a message of greeting to you. To
us it is a special pleasure, considering the
time and prospects, to announce to you, who
are readers of the Clovis News, that this
space will be occupied by us every week this
year.
on the
It is an inspiring
opening of the fall season to know that our
Eastern New Mexico and the Panhandle of
Texas will harvest the largest crops in our
history.
With an outlook so promising, it is gratifying to know that many of our good people
are keeping their money at horns and spending it with the home merchant instead of
sending it to the mail order house:
Therefore, it enables us to sell our goods
at least 25 per cent cheaper than at any other time in the six year9 of our business in
Clovis. We trust we shall have the pleasure
of meeting and selling each one of you torn
JEWELRY this year.
Every article is guaranteed to give en
tire satisfaction.

Board.

For SaleMotorcycle, 1913
model, 9 h. p. Twin, firet class

shape,

Clovis National Bank

and Surrounding Country:

Episcopal Church
Rev. D. A. San ford. Pastor.
On Sunday, Sept 12, Morning
service with sermon at 11 a. m.
Subject: "The Kingdom of God
and the Mustard Seed. Sunday
School at. U.45 a. m. A cordial
welcome to all.

Look Ahead

To the People of Clovis

$90.

Inquire News.

Plumbing, Repair prompt a n
satisfactory. Phone 72.

E. T. Jernigan & Go.
Jewelers and Santa Fe Watch Inspectors

